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1 Introduction
The HERA electron-proton collider produced a very precise data set on deeply inelas-
tic scattering (DIS) processes, both fully inclusively as well as for specic hadronic nal
states [1, 2]. Especially jet nal states in deep inelastic scattering contain important in-
formation on the distribution of partons in the proton, which are a crucial ingredient for
the prediction of any cross section at the LHC and at other future hadron colliders. Single
jet inclusive and di-jet cross sections in deep inelastic scattering [3{5] are among the few
precisely measured processes [6{19] that provide sensitivity to the strong coupling constant

















precision QCD studies has long been known. However, having the relevant hard sub-process
coecient functions only at next-to-leading order (NLO) in perturbative QCD [20{25], the
HERA deep inelastic jet data could not be confronted with a suciently precise theory
description to fully exploit their physics potential.
Owing to methodological advances in the calculation of two-loop amplitudes [26{28]
and in the treatment of infrared singular real radiation [29{42], an increasing number of
collider processes have been computed in fully dierential form to next-to-next-to-leading
order (NNLO) QCD accuracy. Following earlier results on the Drell-Yan process [43, 44],
on Higgs production [45, 46] and on e+e  ! 3j [47{49], NNLO results have been ob-
tained in recent years for pp!  [50, 51], pp! V H [52], pp! V  [53], pp! tt [54, 55],
pp! H+j [56{58], pp!W+j [59], pp! Z+j [60{63], pp! +X [64], pp! ZZ [65, 66],
pp!WW [67, 68], pp ! ZW [69], ep ! 1j [70] and pp ! 2j [71, 72]. All these calcu-
lations were implemented in the form of parton-level event generators (some of the lower-
multiplicity processes have also become part of the latest version of the MCFM code [73]),
which provide full kinematical information on all nal state particles, and consequently
allow to account for the precise denition (jet algorithm, kinematical acceptance cuts) of
observables used in the experimental analyses.
Calculations of collider observables to NNLO require to combine three types of parton-
level contributions, which are individually infrared divergent: double-real radiation, single-
real radiation at one loop and two-loop virtual contributions. To implement these con-
tributions into a parton-level event generator, a method to extract and recombine their
infrared (IR) singular parts is required. Our group has developed the antenna subtraction
method [32{35] for this purpose. This method forms the basis of the NNLOjet code,
which provides the necessary infrastructure and building blocks to implement NNLO cor-
rections to dierent collider processes. Up to now, pp ! Z + j [60{62], pp ! H + j [58]
and pp! 2j [71, 72] have been implemented in NNLOjet.
The same framework is used in the calculation of NNLO corrections to jet production
in DIS, and rst results on di-jet nal states were reported in a short letter [74]. This
paper extends this calculation to single-jet inclusive production in DIS, and provides a
detailed documentation of its implementation in the NNLOjet framework. Section 2
establishes the notation and describes the kinematical situation of jet production in DIS.
The calculation of the NNLO corrections is described in section 3, which also addresses in
detail the handling of initial-state partons in the antenna subtraction method. Our results
for the NNLO corrections to single jet inclusive production and di-jet production in DIS
are discussed in detail in sections 4 and 5 where we also compare to the available data from
the HERA experiments. We conclude with section 6.
2 Kinematics of jet production in deep inelastic scattering
The basic interaction in deep inelastic lepton-proton scattering is mediated by a virtual
gauge boson. The kinematics of the fully inclusive process can be inferred from the mo-
menta of the incoming particles and of the outgoing lepton:



















q = (0, 0, 0,−Q)
k
k′
Figure 1. An illustration of the basic hard scattering process in the Breit frame with incoming
proton momentum P , incoming lepton momentum k, virtual boson exchange momentum q, outgoing
proton momentum P 0 and outgoing lepton momentum k0.
such that a four-momentum q = k   k0 is transferred to the proton. Measurements are
carried out in terms of the following variables (neglecting the proton mass):
slp = (k + P )
2 ; Q2 =  q2 ; x = Q
2
2q  P ; y =
q  P




The underlying parton-level process is the scattering of a quark from the proton with the
virtual boson. At leading order, this quark carries a momentum fraction x of the proton
momentum and scatters by an angle h, dened as
cos h =
(1  y)xEp   yEl
(1  y)xEp + yEl ; (2.2)
with E denoting the energy.
More detailed information on the underlying parton-level dynamics can be gained by
examining the hadronic nal state X. This is often analysed in the Breit frame of reference,
gure 1, which is dened by requiring proton and gauge boson momenta to take the form
PB = (Q=(2x); 0; 0; Q=(2x)) ; qB = (0; 0; 0; Q) ; (2.3)
with Q =
p
Q2. Momenta in the Breit frame are indicated by a subscript B. The Lorentz
transformation from the laboratory frame to the Breit frame can be determined from the
measured lepton kinematics. In this frame, the leading order DIS process results in an
outgoing quark with vanishing transverse momentum, such that higher order contributions
to DIS can be resolved by looking at nal state objects with non-vanishing transverse
momentum pT;B in the Breit frame.
Of particular interest is jet production in the Breit frame, which has a large cross
section and allows the measurement of a variety of dierent distributions that can provide
constraints on the parton content of the proton and on the strong coupling constant. Inclu-
sive DIS at leading order is at O(20s) and only contains quarks in the initial-state; sen-
sitivity to the strong coupling, s and initial-state gluons only arises at NLO. In contrast,

















Jets are reconstructed in the Breit frame based on the transverse momenta pT;B (or
equivalently transverse energies ET;B), pseudorapidity B =   ln tan(B) (with B > 0 in
the incoming proton direction) and azimuthal angle B of individual particles. Jets are













where R0 is a resolution parameter and  = 1 for the kT algorithm and  =  1 for the anti-
kT algorithm. If the minimal distance measure is dij , then objects i and j are recombined,
if it is diB, then object i is called a jet and removed from the list. The recombination of















This scheme results in massless clusters and consequently massless jets, and pT;B = ET;B.
The jets are accepted if they are within rapidity cuts and above a minimum transverse
momentum. They are ordered in decreasing transverse momentum, and denoted as j1, j2
and so forth.
The HERA electron-proton collider operated in its run II with beam energies
Ee = 27:5 GeV and Ep = 920 GeV, resulting in
p
sep = 318 GeV. The HERA experiments
H1 and ZEUS measured jet production cross sections [11, 12, 19] using the kT algorithm
with R0 = 1 as function of the Breit frame jet variables
Mjj = M12 =
q
(pj1 + pj2)2 ;
ET;B = hpT i2 = 1
2
(pT;B;j1 + pT;B;j2) ;










jB;j1   B;j2j : (2.4)
For di-jet production at leading order, 2 can be identied with the momentum fraction of
the incoming parton relative to the proton momentum.
3 Calculation of NNLO corrections
To calculate jet production at NNLO, all matrix elements which contribute to the process
at the desired order in s must be considered. Beyond leading order, radiative corrections
can proceed via virtual loops or additional on-shell nal-state particles, both of which
can modify the cross section for an observable in non-trivial ways. We use dimensional
regularisation with d = 4   2 space-time dimensions as regulator of both ultraviolet and
infrared divergences in these contributions. Inclusive and semi-inclusive jet cross sections
involve nal-states containing up to one additional jet at NLO and up to two additional

















The theoretical prediction for a given n-jet nal state at NNLO receives double-
real (RR) corrections from all relevant tree-level (n + 2)-parton matrix elements, real-
virtual (RV) corrections which involve the interference between one-loop and tree-level
(n+ 1)-parton amplitudes, and double-virtual (VV) corrections involving the interference
between two-loop and tree-level n-parton amplitudes as well as the one-loop n-parton
contribution interfered with itself. For di-jet production in deep inelastic scattering, the
relevant matrix elements have been known for a long time [75{84]. The RR and RV con-
tributions are also part of the NLO corrections to tri-jet production in DIS [25], and the
relevant matrix elements can now be generated automatically using standard tools [85{88].
3.1 Structure of the NNLO cross section
The colourless ingredients of the matrix element as well as the QCD coupling and colour
factors can be pulled into an overall factor for each sub-process; this leaves the colour-
stripped matrix element as the basic object on which to perform the subtraction, which
is appropriate as this is the function which contains all the IR singularities. The overall
factor at leading-order for initial-state parton avour i, is given by







where V = N2   1, N = 3 the number of colours, s is the strong coupling and  is the













where the number of spin states for the various initial-state particles are given by se=sq=2,




e  ; C() = 82C() (3.4)
which are arising from dimensional regularisation are introduced.
The nomenclature for squared matrix elements we adopt in this paper is to denote the
various types of colour stripped squared matrix elements with the shorthand:
M;`n (3.5)
where M can stand for A (all gluons), B (one quark-pair), C (two quark pairs of distinct
avour), D (interference terms for two quark pairs of identical avour), n denotes the
number of gluons in the process and ` the number of loops. The case of two quark pairs

















level sub-process factor notation
LO
q ! qg NLOq B;01 (1^; 3; 2)
g ! qq NLOg B;01 (2; 1^; 3)
Table 1. Summary of the scattering channels and matrix elements contributing at leading order.
The argument with a caret denotes the initial-state parton, and the lepton momenta are omitted
from the argument list.
interference-only contributions (D-type). In the list of momentum arguments, the two
outermost momenta denote the primary quark pair. A secondary quark pair is enclosed
by semi-colons in the momentum list. In the case of matrix elements containing two quark
pairs it is also necessary to distinguish which quark line the exchanged electroweak boson
couples to. Sub-leading orders in colour are indicated by ~M , and closed fermion loop
contributions by M^ .
The dierent contributions to the cross section at leading order are given in table 1.
The antiquark-initiated processes are implemented explicitly in the NNLOjet program but
considered only implicitly in this paper as they are closely related to the quark-initiated
processes by relabelling.
To simplify the equations in this paper we absorb all additional powers of the coupling
relative to leading-order into overall factors suitable for the correction being considered.
We purposefully do not absorb additional colour factors into these factors so it is always
clear which colour factor we are considering. To this end we dene the following NLO













C() = C() NRi ; (3.7)
which are used to dene the contributions to the cross section at NLO summarised in
tables 2 and 3.














= C() NRRi ; (3.9)





C()2 = C() NRVi = C()2 NRRi ; (3.10)
which are used to consistently dene the various contributions to the NNLO cross section

















level sub-process factor notation
R
q ! qgg N
R
q N=2! B;02 (1^; i; j; 2)
NRq  ( 1)=(2!N) ~B;02 (1^; 3; 4; 2)




0 (1^; 3; 4; 2)
NRq  ( 1)=N D;00 (1^; 2; 4; 3)
V
q ! qg N
V
q N B;11 (1^; 3; 2)
N Vq  ( 1)=N ~B;11 (1^; 3; 2)
q ! qg N Vq NF B^;11 (1^; 3; 2)
Table 2. Summary of the quark-channel partonic sub-processes and colour factors for the NLO
calculation. Non-numeric arguments denote summation of gluon permutations. e.g. the matrix ele-
ment B;02 (1^; i; j; 2) includes a summation fi; jg 2 P (3; 4) where P denotes the set of permutations.
Each  denotes a closed quark loop.
level sub-process factor notation
R g ! qqg N
R
g N B;02 (3; i; j; 4)
NRg  ( 1)=N ~B;02 (3; 1^; 2; 4)
V
g ! qq N
V
g N B;11 (2; 1^; 3)
N Vg  ( 1)=N ~B;11 (2; 1^; 3)
g ! qq N Vg NF B^;11 (2; 1^; 3)
Table 3. Summary of the gluon-channel partonic sub-processes and colour factors for the NLO
calculation. The matrix element B;02 (3; i; j; 4) includes a summation fi; jg 2 P (1^; 2), where 1^ is
the initial-state gluon. Each  denotes a closed quark loop.
Occasionally, in the subtraction terms listed in appendix A and appendix B, we retain
some information about the coupling of the vector boson to the quark line. In the case
of a matrix element containing two distinct avour quark lines (of avours q and Q) in
an unresolved limit where two of the quarks become collinear to form a gluon, it is often
necessary to retain the information about which quark line remains. The reduced two-quark




to distinguish the dierent avoured quark lines. Similarly it is sometimes necessary to use
a matrix element which has been symmetrised over the nal-state quark pair's momenta;
we denote these matrix elements like so,
B;`n (1q; ig;    ; jg; 2q) =
X
P (1q ;2q)

















level sub-process factor notation
RR
q ! qggg
NRRq N2=3! B;03 (1^; i; j; k; 2)
NRRq  ( 1)=3! ~B;03 (1^; i; j; k; 2)




 ~~B;03 (1^; 3; 4; 5; 2)
q ! qqqg
NRRq N C;01 (1^; 5; 4; 3; 2)
NRRq  ( 1)=N ~C;01 (1^; 5; 3; 4; 2)
NRRq  ( 1)=2 D;01 (1^; 5; 2; 4; 3)
NRRq  1=(2N2) ~D;01 (1^; 5; 2; 4; 3)
RV
q ! qgg
NRVq N2=2! B;12 (1^; i; j; 2)
NRVq  ( 1)=2! ~B;12 (1^; i; j; 2)
NRVq  1=(2!N2) ~~B;12 (1^; 3; 4; 2)
q ! qgg
NRVq NNF =2! B^;12 (1^; i; j; 2)
NRVq  ( NF )=(2!N) ~^B;12 (1^; 3; 4; 2)
q ! qqq
NRVq N C;10 (1^; 3; 4; 2)
NRVq  ( 1)=N ~C;10 (1^; 3; 4; 2)
NRVq  1=2 D;10 (1^; 2; 4; 3)
NRVq  (1)=(2N2) ~D;10 (1^; 2; 4; 3)
q ! qqq NRVq NF C^;10 (1^; 3; 4; 2)
NRVq  (NF )=(2N) D^;10 (1^; 2; 4; 3)
VV
q ! qg
N V Vq N2 B;21 (1^; 3; 2)
N V Vq  1 ~B;21 (1^; 3; 2)
N V Vq  1=N2 ~~B;21 (1^; 3; 2)
q ! qg
N V Vq NNF B^;21 (1^; 3; 2)
N V Vq NF =N ~^B;21 (1^; 3; 2)
q ! qg N V Vq N2F ^^B;21 (1^; 3; 2)
Table 4. Summary of the quark-channel partonic sub-processes and colour factors for the NNLO
calculation and the notation used for the colour-stripped squared matrix elements. Non-numeric
arguments denote summation over permutations of partons, e.g. B;03 (1^; i; j; k; 2) is summed over
the six permutations of the labels fi; j; kg 2 P (3; 4; 5). The lepton momentum labels are suppressed.

















level sub-process factor notation
RR
g ! qqgg
NRRg N2=2! B;03 (4; i; j; k; 5)
NRRg  ( 1)=2! ~B;03 (4; i; j; k; 5)




 ~~B;03 (4; 1^; 2; 3; 5)
g ! qqqq
NRRg  2N C;01 (3; 1^; 5; 4; 2)
NRRg  ( 1)=2N ~C;01 (3; 1^; 5; 4; 2)
NRRg  ( 1)=4 D;01 (3; 1^; 2; 4; 5)
NRRg  1=(4N2) ~D;01 (3; 1^; 2; 4; 5)
RV
g ! qqg
NRVg N2 B;12 (3; i; j; 4)
NRVg  ( 1) ~B;12 (3; i; j; 4)
NRVg  1=N2 ~~B;12 (3; 1^; 2; 4)
g ! qqg
NRVg NNF B^;12 (3; 1^; 2; 4)
NRVg  ( NF )=N ~^B;12 (3; 1^; 2; 4)
VV
g ! qq
N V Vg N2 B;21 (2; 1^; 3)
N V Vg  1 ~B;21 (2; 1^; 3)
N V Vg  1=N2 ~~B;21 (2; 1^; 3)
g ! qq
N V Vg NNF B^;21 (2; 1^; 3)
N V Vg NF =N ~^B;21 (2; 1^; 3)
g ! qq N V Vg N2F ^^B;21 (2; 1^; 3)
Table 5. Summary of the gluon-channel partonic sub-processes and colour factors for the NNLO
calculation. Non-numeric arguments denote summation over the set of gluons, which may include
the initial-state gluon. e.g. the ve-parton matrix element B;03 (4; i; j; k; 5) represents a sum over
the permutations fi; j; kg 2 P (1^; 2; 3). The four-parton matrix element B;12 (3; i; j; 4) represents a
sum over fi; jg 2 P (1^; 2). Each  denotes a closed quark loop.
Aside from the colour factors given in tables 1{5 there are also contributions carrying










These occur in multi-quark interferences between amplitudes where the vector boson cou-
ples to lines of dierent quark avour or 1-loop matrix elements where the vector boson

















nite and only amount to a negligible correction to the cross section and are not included
in our calculation.
3.2 Application of the antenna subtraction method
With the notation dened in section 3.1 we can write the NNLO correction to the cross


























a are the contributions from tree-level, one- and two-loop squared
matrix elements. They are decomposed into individual quark-initiated and gluon-initiated
sub-processes in tables 4 and 5. The d^MF1;2a are the counter-terms arising from the mass-
factorisation of the physical PDFs.
It is well known that each of these contributions contains singularities which render
them individually ill-dened: d^RRa contains single- and double-unresolved divergences
when integrated over the (n + 2)-parton phase space. d^RVa + d^
MF1
a contains explicit
poles as deep as O( 2) in the dimensional regularisation parameter  as well as single-
unresolved divergences when integrated over the (n+1)-parton phase space. d^V Va +d^
MF2
a
contains explicit poles as deep as O( 4).
To ensure the cancellation of all explicit poles in  and render each phase space integral

















d^V Va   d^Ua

: (3.15)
Various methods for the construction of these subtraction terms at NNLO have been put
forward in the literature [29{42]. We use the antenna subtraction method at NNLO [32{35].
In this method, antenna functions are introduced to account for all unresolved partonic
radiation o a pair of two radiator partons [90{92]. The antenna subtraction term for
each colour-ordered squared matrix element is then constructed as a sum (over all pairs
of radiators) of products of antenna functions with reduced squared matrix elements of
lower multiplicity. Each antenna function is integrated analytically over the sub-space
of unresolved parton momenta in d = 4   2 dimensions and added back into a lower
multiplicity nal-state contribution as a Laurent series in , thus ensuring the analytic
cancellation of all explicit poles. The following subsections provide a detailed description


















To ensure that each antenna subtraction term converges to the unresolved limits of the
full squared matrix element that it is intended for, the momenta in its reduced squared
matrix element must be appropriate to this limit. However, by its construction, the antenna
subtraction term is dened over the full phase space. To ensure the correct factorisation
behaviour in all unresolved limits consequently requires a factorisation of the full phase
space into a reduced phase space and a so-called antenna phase space corresponding to
the unresolved radiation in each antenna subtraction term. The momenta of the reduced
phase space are constructed from the original momenta by a phase space mapping, which
is typically a non-linear transformation. This ensures the correct factorisation behaviour
of the subtraction term in the unresolved limits, but also the factorisation of the phase
space itself into disjoint spaces so that the analytic integration can be achieved over each
antenna sub-space.
The form of the mapping depends on the kinematic conguration of the two hard
radiators involved in the antenna function, nal-nal (FF) [32{34], initial-nal (IF) [93]
or initial-initial (II) [93]. Since DIS processes have only one parton in the initial state,
only the FF and IF mappings can occur. In each conguration there exists a mapping
appropriate to single-unresolved (n + 1 ! n particles) and double-unresolved (n + 2 ! n
particles) congurations. The subtraction terms are then constructed such that the antenna
function depends on potentially unresolved unmapped momenta, whereas the reduced-
multiplicity squared matrix element (and any event selection criteria) depends only on the
mapped momenta.
3.2.2 Subtraction for double-real (RR) contributions
The double-real matrix elements contain both single- and double-unresolved divergences
and the subtraction term therefore has to be able to regulate both types of limits. The
single-unresolved limits of the matrix element, M;0n+2, when considering at least n jets, are
dealt with by subtraction terms of the general form,
X03 (fpn+2g)M;0n+1(f~pn+1g)J (n+1)n (f~pn+1g); (3.16)
where X03 denotes an antenna function, which may in general be in the FF, IF or II
conguration and is a function of three of the momenta from the (n+2)-parton momentum
set, fpn+2g. J (n+1)n represents the jet function which builds at least n jets from n + 1
partons. The reduced matrix element and the jet algorithm depend only on the (n + 1)-
parton mapped momentum set, f~pn+1g.
Colour-connected double-unresolved limits in the matrix elements are regulated us-
ing a four-parton antenna function and a double-unresolved momentum mapping. The
subtraction terms for these limits take the form,
X04 (fpn+2g)M;0n (f~png)J (n)n (f~png): (3.17)
Colour-disconnected and almost-colour-connected double-unresolved divergences (where

















using subtraction terms with iterated single-unresolved mappings,
X03 (fpn+2g)X03 (f~pn+1g)M;0n (f~~png)J (n)n (f~~png): (3.18)
These three types of subtraction term are sucient to remove all potential divergences
in the (n + 2)-parton phase-space integral and allow it to be computed in d = 4 using
numerical techniques. The explicit forms of the RR subtraction terms for quark- and
gluon-initiated channels are given in appendix B.1 and appendix B.2, respectively.
3.2.3 Subtraction for real-virtual (RV) contributions
The real-virtual matrix elements contain only single-unresolved divergences but unlike the
double-real matrix elements, they also contain explicit poles in  which have to be cancelled.
The explicit poles of the (n+ 1)-parton real-virtual matrix elements, M;1n+1, are cancelled
analytically by a subtraction term of the form,
J1;kl2;ij (fpn+1g; )M;0n+1(fpn+1g)J (n+1)n (fpn+1g); (3.19)
where the integrated real radiation function J1;kl2;ij is constructed [35] from the integrated
form of the antenna function introduced in eq. (3.16) and possibly also the kernels coming
from the mass factorisation counterterms. The labels i and j denote the avours of the hard
partons and belong to the set fQQ;QG;GQ;GGg for quark-antiquark, quark-gluon, gluon-
quark and gluon-gluon integrated real radiation functions. The labels k and l denote the
kinematical conguration and belong to the set fFF; IF; IIg for nal-nal, initial-nal and
initial-initial congurations respectively. In DIS kinematics only FF and IF congurations
are present.
The single-unresolved divergences of the real-virtual matrix elements are regulated
using two distinct subtraction terms, built to reect the factorisation behaviour of one-
loop amplitudes. The rst term reects the divergence associated with a tree-like singular
function and a one-loop reduced matrix element and has the form,
X03 (fpn+1g)M;1n (f~png)J (n)n (f~png): (3.20)
The second type of subtraction term reects the divergence associated with a one-loop
singular function and tree-like reduced matrix element and so involves a one-loop antenna
function,
X13 (fpn+1g)M;0n (f~png)J (n)n (f~png): (3.21)
The subtraction terms in eq. (3.19) remove all explicit poles from the matrix ele-
ments yet contain their own single unresolved divergences, whereas the subtraction terms
in eqs. (3.20), (3.21) remove all single-unresolved divergences from the matrix elements yet
contain their own explicit poles in . To cancel these remaining poles and divergences we
introduce subtraction terms of the form,


















X03 (fpn+1g)J1;kl2;ij (f~png; )M;0n (f~png)J (n)n (f~png); (3.23)
which render the RV contribution nite and integrable using numerical techniques. It
should be noted that the reduced matrix elements are required only through to their nite
terms in the -expansion. The explicit form for the RV subtraction terms in quark- and
gluon-initiated channels are given in appendix B.1.7 and appendix B.2.7, respectively.
3.2.4 Subtraction for double-virtual (VV) contributions
The double virtual matrix elements, M;2n , are integrated over the n-parton phase space and
exhibit no IR divergences; however they do contain explicit poles in  which are cancelled
analytically using subtraction terms of the form,




2;i0j0 (fpng; )M;0n (fpng)J (n)n (fpng); (3.25)
and
J2;kl2;ij (fpng; )M;0n (fpng)J (n)n (fpng): (3.26)
The function J2;kl2;ij contains the integrated form of the four-parton antenna from eq. (3.17),
the integrated one-loop antenna from eq. (3.21) and several other elements of lower com-
plexity (essentially products of three-parton antenna functions) which conspire to cancel the
poles of the two-loop matrix elements. The integrated antenna functions up to NNLO were
derived in refs. [32{34] for FF kinematics, in ref. [94] for IF kinematics and in refs. [95{97]
for II kinematics. In DIS processes, only FF and IF kinematics contribute to the subtrac-
tion terms.
Once the RR and RV subtraction terms have been dened, the form of the VV sub-
traction terms is completely xed and so for brevity we do not present these explicitly in
an appendix.
3.3 Initial-state identity changing collinear limits
In scattering processes with initial-state partons, there is an additional complication that
arises when attempting to capture the singularity structure of the matrix element where
the identity of the initial-state parton changes due to a collinear limit with a nal-state
parton: for example an initial-state gluon becoming collinear with a nal-state quark,
combining to form an initial-state anti-quark. In this situation the matrix element will
factorise, as usual, into a product of a splitting function and a reduced multiplicity matrix
element, e.g. consider the gluon-initiated two-quark-two-gluon DIS sub-process (of which
some indicative Feynman diagrams are shown in gure 2) in a collinear limit between the
initial-state gluon and the nal-state quark,































Figure 2. A subset of Feynman diagrams contributing to the matrix element B;02 (3q; 1^g; 2g; 4q)
with indicative momentum labels for the external legs.
In this limit, the parton entering the reduced matrix element is an anti-quark (denoted by
q with an initial-state momentum), and its momentum is given by:
p^1 = p1^   p3: (3.28)
We would like to regulate this kind of divergent limit using an appropriate subtraction
term constructed from antennae and reduced matrix elements. A candidate subtraction
term would be,




This subtraction term does indeed mimic the matrix element faithfully in the 1gjj3q limit,





pg(23) 3jj1^ ! p2; (3.31)
p^1
3jj1^ ! p1^   p3: (3.32)
An attractive feature of the antenna subtraction method is that one antenna function
regulates several unresolved limits. This is possible because of two facts:
1. The antenna function tends to the appropriate universal function in each unresolved
limit.
2. The composite momenta for the reduced matrix element tend to the appropriate
resolved momenta in each unresolved limit.
The former is ensured by a proper denition of the antenna functions, the latter achieved by
an appropriate phase-space mapping which interpolates between several unresolved limits.
For soft or collinear limits between nal-state partons this procedure is unproblematic,
as it is for collinear limits between initial-state partons and nal-state partons where the

















collinear with an initial-state quark); we refer to these limits as identity-preserving (IP)
limits. We refer to the initial-nal collinear limits that change the species of the initial-
state parton as identity-changing (IC) limits. When a subtraction term, such as that in
eq. (3.29), attempts to regulate both IP and IC limits then an inconsistency arises due to
the fact that we have to make a choice about the momentum assignment in the reduced
matrix element. This determines in turn the momentum crossing in which the reduced
matrix element is evaluated. For example, consider the matrix element in eq. (3.27) and
the subtraction term in eq. (3.29). The matrix element contains, among others, divergences
in the 1^gjj3q and 1^gjj2g initial-nal collinear limits. As we have seen, the subtraction term in
eq. (3.29) successfully regulates the 1^gjj3q limit. In the 1^gjj2g the matrix element factorises
according to,








p^1 = p1^   p2: (3.34)
The subtraction term in eq. (3.29) also contains a divergence in the 1^gjj2g limit,
D03(3; 1^; 2) B
;0
1 (
^1q;g(23)g; 4q) 1^jj2 ! 1s12Pgg G B;01 (^1q; 3g; 4q): (3.35)
This clearly does not regulate the matrix element in this limit because the reduced matrix
element in the subtraction term has the quark as its initial-state parton. This choice is
appropriate for the 1^gjj3q limit, but inappropriate for the 1^gjj2g which requires an initial-
state gluon in the reduced matrix element. The phase-space mapping can interpolate
between resolved momenta in dierent unresolved limits but cannot interpolate between
dierent crossings of the reduced matrix element.
There are several solutions to this problem of mixed IP and IC limits. A simple
solution is to partial fraction the antenna such that it only contains either the IP or IC
singularities, thus xing the choice of crossing for the reduced matrix element. Following
this approach we would divide the subtraction term into two terms, one handling each
unresolved limit, e.g.




+ d03;g!g(3; 1^; 2) B
;0
1 (
g(23)q; ^1g; 4q); (3.36)
where the rst line only contains the 1^gjj3q limit and the second line only contains the 1^gjj2g
limit and they carry dierent reduced matrix elements. The disadvantage of this approach is
that it relies on our ability to partial fraction the antenna function and successfully integrate
the sub-antenna analytically. The three-parton antennae relevant for NLO calculations
have been partial fractioned in this way and successfully integrated [93] so all ingredients

















is also present in three-parton one-loop and four-parton antennae used for NNLO subtrac-
tion terms. Partial fractioning these more complicated antennae is a non-trivial task and
integrating the resulting sub-antennae analytically poses a substantial technical challenge.
An alternative to this method, which requires no additional analytic integrations, is
to construct subtraction terms which remove all IP limits from the matrix element. The
antennae in these subtraction terms will generally contain IP and IC collinear limits, but the
reduced matrix element is chosen to be appropriate for IP limits only. The strategy is then
to use quark-antiquark antennae to remove the spurious IC limits from these subtraction
terms. Once this is achieved, the genuine IC limits of the matrix element can be removed
using the same set of quark-antiquark antennae but now carrying the crossing of the reduced
matrix element appropriate to the genuine IC limit. For example, consider the combination
of matrix elements,
B;02 (3q; 1^g; 2g; 4q) +B
;0
2 (3q; 2g; 1^g; 4q): (3.37)
These contain the initial-nal IP collinear limit 1^gjj2g, initial-nal IC limits 1^gjj3q, 1^gjj4q,
as well as several nal-state soft and collinear limits which are irrelevant to this discussion.
We can regulate these matrix elements with the subtraction term,








 A03(3; 1^; 4) B;01 (2q; ^1g;g(34)q)




The rst three lines carry crossings of the reduced matrix element appropriate for IP
limits (gluon initiated). The fourth line carries the crossing of the reduced matrix element
relevant to the IC limits (quark initiated). The rst two lines regulate the 1^gjj2g IP limits
but contain spurious IC 1^gjj3q and 1^gjj4q limits. These spurious singularities are then
removed by the quark-antiquark antenna in the third line, which by necessity also carries a
gluon-initiated matrix element. The fourth line is similar to the third insofar as it captures
IC limits, but now uses a quark-initiated reduced matrix element to regulate the genuine
limit. Taken together, the block of terms in eq. (3.38) successfully disentangles and removes
all IP and IC divergences for the block of matrix elements in eq. (3.37).
The advantage of this method is that although it is more cumbersome at NLO, as in
the example considered here, the same method can be applied to combinations of three-
parton one-loop antennae and four-parton antennae to disentangle the NNLO IP and IC
limits. This method requires no new integrals and all ingredients are readily available such
that the problem is reduced to constructing an appropriate subtraction term. For example,
the subset of RR matrix elements for gluon-initiated DIS,X
P (i;j)

B;03 (3q; 1^g; ig; jg; 4q) +B
;0
3 (3q; ig; 1^g; jg; 4q) +B
;0
3 (3q; ig; jg; 1^g; 4q)

; (3.39)
contain the IC triple-collinear limits (1^gjj3qjjig), (1^gjj3qjjjg), (1^gjj4qjjig), (1^gjj4qjjjg), as well

















outlined above at NLO, we construct a subtraction term that regulates the IP limits using
full antennae,
























Of course, these subtraction terms contain spurious IC limits which can be removed using
quark-antiquark four parton antennae,
 A04(3; 1^; i; 4)B;01 (](3i4)q; ^1g; jq)
 A04(3; i; 1^; 4)B;01 (](3i4)q; ^1g; jq)
 A04(3; 1^; j; 4)B;01 (](3j4)q; ^1g; iq)
 A04(3; j; 1^; 4)B;01 (](3j4)q; ^1g; iq): (3.41)
The genuine IC triple-collinear limits of the matrix elements in eq. (3.39) can then be regu-
lated by the same set of quark-antiquark antenna, but now carrying a quark- or antiquark-
initiated reduced matrix element,1
















The alternative would be to partial fraction the D04 antenna into sub-antennae which is
signicantly more dicult than the partial fractioning of the D03 antenna due to the presence
of overlapping single- and double-unresolved limits. The integration of such a sub-antenna
would also present signicant technical challenge and additional master integrals.
In practice, we employ a mixture of approaches to the subtraction terms constructed
for this calculation. We use the known NLO partial fractioned antennae where possible
to simplify the subtraction term and use a carefully constructed combination of antennae
for the genuine NNLO IC limits such as the triple collinear or one-loop single collinear IC
limits. In principle all partial fractioned antennae could be eliminated from the subtraction
terms, but this would only serve to make the construction more baroque so we take an
optimal approach and use partial fractioned NLO antennae where possible.
1In the case of the axial coupling of the vector boson to the quark line (Z-exchange contribution), the line
reversal symmetry of the partial amplitude (implicitly used in this example) is broken and so appropriate

















3.4 Implementation into NNLOjet and validation
The NNLOjet code is a parton-level event generator that provides the framework for the
implementation of jet production processes to NNLO accuracy, using the antenna subtrac-
tion method. Besides containing the event generator infrastructure (phase-space integra-
tion, event handling and analysis routines), it supplies the unintegrated and integrated
antenna functions and the phase-space mappings relevant to all kinematical situations.
The multi-dimensional phase space integration is performed using the adaptive Monte
Carlo integrator VEGAS [98]. To avoid numerical instabilities in the matrix elements, all
parton-parton Mandelstam invariants are required to beeither y0 = 10
 7 or y0 = 3  10 7
times the electron-parton centre-of-mass energy squared. We have validated that our re-
sults are insensitive to variations of y0 by one order of magnitude in each direction. The
implementation of processes in the NNLOjet framework requires the availability of the
matrix elements for all RR, RV and VV processes, and the construction of the antenna
subtraction terms. NNLOjet provides testing routines to verify the point-wise conver-
gence of the subtraction, as documented for example in refs. [99, 100]. Processes included
in NNLOjet up to now are Z and Z + j production [60{62], H and H + j production [58]
as well as di-jet production in hadron-hadron collisions [71, 72].
Our NNLOjet implementation [74] of jet production in DIS uses the same matrix
elements [75{84] as were used in Z+ j production [60{62], however in dierent kinematical
crossings. While the phase space for Z+j production corresponds to a single crossing region
of the matrix elements, three dierent crossing regions are required [20, 21, 101, 102] to
describe each DIS process, depending on the relative size of Q2 compared to the parton-
parton invariants. The matrix element contributions are summarised in tables 4 and 5.
The antenna subtraction terms relevant to each of these contributions are collected in
the appendix.
To validate our implementation of the tree-level and one-loop matrix elements, we
compared the NLO predictions for di-jet and tri-jet production against SHERPA [103] (in
DIS kinematics [104]), which uses OpenLoops [85] to automatically generate the one-loop
contributions at NLO. The antenna subtraction is then veried by testing the convergence
of subtraction terms and matrix elements in all unresolved limits and by the infrared pole
cancellation between the integrated subtraction terms and the two-loop matrix elements.
3.5 Scale dependence of the NNLO cross section
The coupling constant renormalisation and mass factorisation procedures are performed at
a renormalisation scale r and factorisation scale f , where the strong coupling constant
s(r) and parton distribution functions fi(x; f ) are evaluated, respectively.
Beyond leading order, the xed-order contributions to the parton-level cross sections
contain an explicit dependence on r and f , which compensates the dominant scale depen-
dence from the coupling constant and parton distributions at the previous orders. These
scale-dependent terms can be predicted from the renormalisation group equations (our
normalisation conventions are summarised in the appendix of ref. [58]). Starting from the

















be chosen dynamically event-by-event):

























 fi(0) +O(4s) ; (3.43)












It takes the form:




































































































































In the above expressions, summation over the parton indices is implicit. Equation (3.45)
can be used to compute the cross section at multiples of an initially chosen scale, and
was also employed to perform detailed validations of our implementation of the dierent
contributions to the NNLO corrections to di-jet production.
4 Inclusive jet production
Inclusive jet production in deep inelastic scattering has been widely studied by the
H1 [6, 7, 9{12] and ZEUS [14{18] experiments at DESY HERA. The jet measurements
are preformed in the Breit frame, where the transverse momentum requirement on the jet
ensures the existence of a partonic recoil, even if only a single jet is reconstructed in the
kinematical acceptance. Jets are reconstructed using the kT -algorithm with R0 = 1.
In this section, we use the kinematic criteria (see table 6 below) used in the nal H1
measurements [11, 12] to discuss several generic features of the NNLO corrections to inclu-
sive jet production, followed by an in-depth comparison of the newly derived predictions
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5.5 GeV2 < Q2 < 8 GeV2
pT,j  [GeV]
NNLO
Figure 3. Quark and gluon initiated contributions to the inclusive jet transverse momentum
distribution at NLO and NNLO.
4.1 Structure of the inclusive jet production cross section at NNLO
Inclusive jet production in the Breit frame receives leading order contributions both from
quark-initiated and gluon-initiated processes. The relative magnitude of these depends on
the nal-state kinematics. Figure 3 shows the relative contributions from quark and gluon
initial states to inclusive jet production, evaluated at NLO and NNLO for a representative
range in Q2, using the cuts from the H1 low-Q2 analysis (see below). We observe that at low
transverse momentum, pT  10 GeV, inclusive jet production is mainly gluon-initiated (to
almost 80%). With increasing pT , the quark-initiated contribution becomes more and more
important, reaching 50% at around pT  30 GeV, and further increasing towards higher
pT . NNLO corrections aect the relative importance of the dierent initial states only in
a moderate manner, and only at high-pT . Compared to NLO, the gluon-initiated fraction
decreases more slowly for larger values of pT . The overall behaviour of the parton fractions
and their modication between NLO and NNLO remains largely unchanged at higher Q2.
The inclusive jet production cross section receives contributions from dierent jet mul-
tiplicities. At NNLO, nal states with up to four identied jets contribute. The jets are
ordered in transverse momentum. Figure 4 displays the contribution of the rst, second,
third and fourth jet to the inclusive jet distribution at NNLO for a given bin in Q2. It
can be seen that the leading jet and subleading jet contribute about 85% and 12% to the
distribution over the full pT range. This behaviour can be understood from the fact that
the jet production is measured in the Breit frame, where the leading order process will
always yield a pT -symmetric two-jet nal state. The jets are not necessarily both found
inside the rapidity cut, such that in some fraction of the events, only the leading jet is ob-
served. Furthermore, real radiation from higher order corrections can lower the transverse




































                                         















Figure 4. Contributions to inclusive jet production (kT -algorithm with R0 = 1) from rst, second,
third and fourth jet.
H1 (high-Q2) H1 (low-Q2) ZEUS
150 < Q2=GeV2 < 15000 5:5 < Q2=GeV2 < 80 125 < Q2=GeV2
0:2 < y < 0:7 0:2 < y < 0:6  0:65 < cos h < 0:65
5 GeV< pBT <50 GeV 4.5 GeV< p
B
T <50 GeV 8 GeV< p
B
T
 1:0 < L < 2:5  1:0 < L < 2:5  1:0 < B < 2
Table 6. Kinematical cuts used to dene the inclusive jet phase space in the measurements of H1
at high-Q2 [11] and low-Q2 [12], and ZEUS [16].
the pT distribution at a larger value with the rst jet than with the second jet. Due to
the sharp decrease of the distribution with increasing pT , the relative importance of the
second jet is lower than of the rst jet. The contributions from the third and fourth jet are
at the level of a few per-cent and a few per-mille respectively at low pT . Their importance
decreases to higher pT , which can be understood from the limited nal-state phase space
that is available for multi-jet production at large transverse momenta.
4.2 Comparison to HERA data
Inclusive jet production in the Breit frame (using the inclusive kT algorithm with a mass-
less ET recombination scheme) was measured double dierentially in Q
2 and pBT by the H1
experiment, which distinguishes a low-Q2 [12] and a high-Q2 sample [11] and by the ZEUS
experiment [17, 18]. The event selection criteria for all three studies are summarised in
table 6. We compute theoretical predictions at LO, NLO and NNLO, always using the same
set of parton distribution functions (NNPDF3.0 NNLO) with s(MZ) = 0:118. Our predic-
tions use a dynamical central scale choice 2r = 
2
f = (Q
2 + p2T;B)=2, and the theory uncer-
tainty is determined from a seven-point scale variation with rescaling factors [1=2; 2]. The
theoretical predictions are multiplicatively corrected for hadronization eects, using the
correction tables from the experimental papers [11, 12]. These corrections are most impor-
tant at low transverse momentum and approach unity with increasing pT , and vary between
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5000 GeV2 < Q2 < 15000 GeV2
pT,j  [GeV]
Figure 5. Inclusive jet production cross section as a function of the jet transverse momentum pT;B
in bins of Q2, compared to H1 data.
Figure 5 compares our NNLO predictions to the H1 data. We observe that the NNLO
corrections are very substantial at low-Q2 and low-pBT , with an up to 60% enhancement with
respect to NLO. These large corrections are within the NLO uncertainty band (close to the
upper edge), and result in a residual theory uncertainty of 20% even at NNLO. Especially
at low Q2, the shape and normalisation of the theory prediction changes signicantly going
from NLO to NNLO, and results in a considerably improved theoretical description of the
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5000 GeV2 < Q2 
pT,j  [GeV]
Figure 6. Inclusive jet production cross section as a function of the jet transverse momentum pT;B
in bins of Q2, compared to ZEUS data.
pattern is also observed for the ZEUS measurement shown in gure 6. With increasing
Q2, the size of the NNLO corrections decreases, accompanied with very small residual
theoretical uncertainties (decreasing from 10% at Q2 = 150 GeV2 to 2% at 5000 GeV2). In
this region, the combination of precision data with the newly derived NNLO corrections
has clearly the potential to provide important new constraints for precision QCD studies.
5 Di-jet production
In the Breit frame, di-jet production and single jet inclusive production in deep inelas-
tic scattering are mediated by the same Born level processes and are closely related. In
contrast to single jet inclusive production, where only the rapidity and transverse momen-
tum of the jet can be studied, di-jet nal states allow for more kinematical observables
to be reconstructed (see section 2 above). Typically, di-jet cross sections are measured
inclusively based on the two leading jets in an event, i.e. including events with more than
two reconstructed jets. Inclusive di-jet production was measured by the H1 [6, 8{12] and
ZEUS [13, 16, 19] experiments at DESY HERA.
In this section, we adapt the event selection (see table 7 below) used in the nal
H1 measurements [11, 12] to discuss several generic features of the NNLO corrections to
inclusive jet production, followed by an in-depth comparison of our NNLO predictions to
the ZEUS [19] and H1 [11, 12] data.
5.1 Scale setting in the di-jet production cross section at NNLO
The dependence of the NNLO cross section on the renormalisation and factorisation scales
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60 GeV2 < Q2 < 80 GeV2
⟨pT⟩2  [GeV]
Figure 7. Di-jet production cross sections for dierent scale settings.
series compensates the dominant scale dependent terms from the previous order. Con-
sequently, the residual scale dependence of a xed-order prediction is commonly used to
estimate the error on the prediction resulting from missing higher order corrections. The
scale dependence of the theoretical prediction is quantied by choosing central values for
f and r, and then evaluating the cross section for variations around these central scales,
typically by a factor two.
These central scale values should reect the dynamics of the process. In processes
involving only a single mass scale (such as for instance inclusive deep inelastic scattering,
depending only on the photon virtuality Q2), the central scale choice is unambiguous (at
most up to a constant factor). For processes involving multiple physical scales, several
choices are possible (and a priori equally well motivated). The only guiding principle for
choosing the central scales in this case is the occurrence of large logarithmic terms in each
order in perturbation theory, which spoil the convergence of the perturbative expansion
and indicate an inappropriate choice of the central scale.
Di-jet production in DIS depends on two scales: the photon virtuality Q2 and the
average transverse momentum of the two jets hpBT i2. Using the kinematical cuts of some of
the bins in the H1 low-Q2 di-jet measurement (which are discussed in detail in the following
subsection) as an example, we study dierent choices for the central scales in gure 7.
We compare the following three options:




Q2 + hpBT i22

=2;
(b) 2f = Q
2; 2r =
 
Q2 + hpBT i22

=2;




All three options were considered previously in comparisons of NLO predictions to the H1
and ZEUS jet data [6{19]. Option (a) represents the average of both hard scales in the
jet production process, and is used as default throughout this paper; option (b) is used

















H1 (high-Q2) H1 (low-Q2) ZEUS
150 < Q2=GeV2 < 15000 5:5 < Q2=GeV2 < 80 125 < Q2=GeV2 < 20000
0:2 < y < 0:7 0:2 < y < 0:6 0:2 < y < 0:6




T > 8 GeV
 1:0 < L < 2:5  1:0 < L < 2:5  1:0 < L < 2:5
M12 > 16 GeV M12 > 20 GeV
Table 7. Kinematical cuts used to dene the inclusive di-jet phase space in the measurements of
H1 (high-Q2 [11] and low-Q2 [12]) and ZEUS [19].
the proton (f ) is resolved by the virtual photon, while it is hard QCD emission (r) that
yields the two-jet nal state; nally option (c) is entirely based on the photon virtuality to
describe the hardness of the interaction.
We observe that the scale choices (a) and (b) yield similar predictions, except in the
region of large transverse momentum. Especially at large Q2, the choice (b) results in
slightly higher cross section predictions, accompanied with larger scale uncertainties. In
contrast, scale choice (c) results in unphysical predictions (negative cross sections) if applied
at low Q2 and large transverse momentum. These results conrm earlier observations made
at NLO [20{25]. By examining the analytical form of some of the NLO contributions [22{24]
for scale choice (c), the emergence of large logarithmic corrections in the jet transverse
momenta could be established. These corrections are largely compensated in the hard
coecient functions for scale choices (a) and (b), which are clearly preferable in terms of
reliability and perturbative stability. It should be pointed out that the large logarithmic
terms alone (which can be inferred from threshold resummation [105]) do not properly
account for the bulk of the NNLO corrections, as observed in ref. [12].
5.2 Comparison to HERA data
Inclusive di-jet production was measured by both HERA experiments: H1 [11, 12] provides
double-dierential results in Q2 and hpBT i2 or Q2 and 2, using the kT and anti-kT jet
algorithms in the Breit frame. ZEUS [19] uses only the kT jet algorithm and provides
single-dierential results in EBT = hpBT i2, Q2, Mjj , ,  = 2 as well as double-dierential
results in Q2 and  or EBT . The kinematical cuts in the measurements are summarised in
table 7. We compute theoretical predictions at LO, NLO and NNLO, always using the
same set of parton distribution functions (NNPDF3.0 NNLO) with s(MZ) = 0:118. Our
predictions use the central scales 2r = 
2
f = (Q
2 + hpT i22)=2 and the theory uncertainty is
determined from a seven-point scale variation with rescaling factors [1=2; 2].
The theoretical predictions are multiplicatively corrected for hadronization eects, us-
ing the correction tables from the respective experimental papers [11, 12, 19]. These correc-
tions are very similar in magnitude to those in inclusive jet production. They vary between
0.86 and 0.96 for the H1 low-Q2 data, between 0.92 and 0.98 for the H1 high-Q2 data and


































                                                      


































Figure 8. Inclusive di-jet production cross section as a function of the electron variables Q2 (left)
and x (right), compared to ZEUS data.
Figure 8 displays the inclusive di-jet cross section for the ZEUS kinematics as a func-
tion of the electron variables Q2 (left) and of x (right). We observe the NNLO corrections
to be sizeable especially at low values of Q2 or x, where they enhance the NLO prediction
by about 15%. In this region, the scale dependence of the NNLO prediction is as large as
at NLO, or even larger. We also note that the shape of the data is better described by
the NLO prediction than at NNLO. A similar pattern is observed in the distributions in
hpBT i2 and Mjj shown in gure 9, with sizeable NNLO corrections in the lower range of the
distributions. In both these distributions this range clearly correlates with the approach to
the infrared limit, as can be seen even more clearly in the double dierential distribution
in hpBT i2 and Q2, gure 10. In this limit, the QCD coupling constant increases and loga-
rithmically enhanced contributions could deteriorate the convergence of the perturbative
xed-order expansion. This issue is further aggravated by the interplay of the Mjj cut (see
table 7) with the transverse momentum requirements on the nal state jets, as discussed
previously in ref. [74], and elaborated upon in more detail below. The relatively small
scale dependence of the NLO predictions in this range is likely an artefact originating from
a cross-over of the upper and lower edges of the scale-band, as investigated in detail for
hadronic di-jet production in refs. [71, 72]. The scale variation at NNLO therefore provides
the more realistic assessment of the theoretical uncertainty.
The di-jet cross section as function of  and of log(2) is shown in gure 11. While good
perturbative convergence is observed in the plateau region  < 0:65, NNLO corrections
turn out to be very sizeable at higher rapidities. The perturbative instability in this
region was already pointed out and explained by the ZEUS collaboration [19]. The log(2)
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Figure 9. Inclusive di-jet production cross section as a function of hpBT i2 (left) and Mjj (right),
compared to ZEUS data.
data will likely deliver important constraints in the determination of the gluon distribution
for momentum fractions in the medium range 0:01 <  < 0:1. The double-dierential
distribution in log(2) and Q
2, gure 12, further illustrates this impact, showing a coherent
pattern of discrepancy between data and NNLO theory over the full Q2 range. It will be
very interesting to further study the impact of these data in the determination of parton
distributions at NNLO.
The H1 dataset is divided into a high-Q2 and a low-Q2 sample, see table 7. For the low-
Q2 sample [12], double-dierential distributions were measured in Q2 and hpBT i2, which we
compare to our NNLO calculation in gure 13. Compared to NLO, the NNLO corrections
enhance the prediction of the di-jet cross section at lower values of hpBT i2, leading to a
considerable improvement in the description of the H1 data, as already pointed out in
ref. [12]. Moreover, we observe an excellent convergence of the perturbative series and
a considerable reduction of the theory uncertainty in going from NLO to NNLO. This
highlights the potential of these data for future precision studies of parton distributions
and the strong coupling constant.
For the high-Q2 sample, slightly dierent event selection criteria are applied: in par-
ticular, a minimum value of Mjj is imposed. In a previous work [74], we have already
studied the impact of the NNLO corrections in the double dierential distributions in Q2
and hpBT i2 for the H1 high-Q2 sample. Figure 14 collects these results. It can be seen that
the improvement of the theoretical uncertainty from NLO to NNLO is less pronounced
than for the low-Q2 study, and that perturbative instabilities arise at low hpBT i2. These can
be traced back [74] to the Mjj > 16 GeV cut. Combined with the cuts on the transverse
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Figure 11. Inclusive di-jet production cross section as a function of  (left) and log(2) (right),
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Figure 13. Inclusive di-jet production cross section as a function of hpBT i2 in bins of Q2, compared
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Figure 14. Inclusive di-jet production cross section as a function of pBT;2 in bins of Q
2, compared
to H1 high-Q2 data.
space for di-jet production at low hpBT i2, which is only lled gradually by the real radiation
contributions at higher orders. This type of perturbative instability is well-known [106],
and can be circumvented by avoiding cuts that overly restrict the phase space available for
the leading order process.
Figure 15 compares the NNLO predictions for double-dierential distributions in Q2
and 2 to the H1 high-Q
2 measurement (these distributions are not available for the H1
low-Q2 study). We observe that the quantitative behaviour is very similar to the ZEUS
distributions, gure 12. At LO, 2 is directly related to the momentum fraction carried by
the incoming parton, such that gure 15 indicates the kinematical range where the H1 data
can potentially improve the determination of parton distributions. Recalling the denition
of 2 (2.4), we moreover observe that the H1 high-Q
2 data set typically probes lower values
of 2 than its low-Q
2 counterpart (which is due to the transverse momentum requirement
on the nal state jets, and contrasts with the kinematical correlations in inclusive DIS).
To illustrate the problematic impact of the symmetric cuts on pBT , combined with a
cut on Mjj , we re-evaluated the double dierential distribution in Q
2 and 2 for a dierent
set of jet cuts: pBT;j1 > 5 GeV, p
B
T;j2 > 4 GeV. The result is shown in gure 16, where we
observe a very substantial improvement in the perturbative convergence, compared to the
cuts used in the H1 analysis [11].
6 Conclusions and outlook
In this paper, we described the calculation of the second-order (NNLO) QCD corrections to
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Figure 16. Inclusive di-jet production cross section as a function of 2 in bins ofQ
2 with asymmetric

















this process requires at least two partons in the nal state, thereby providing sensitivity
on the gluon distribution and the strong coupling constant already at leading order. We
consider inclusive production of single jets and of di-jet systems in the Breit frame, which
start both at the same perturbative order.
Our calculation uses the antenna subtraction method to cancel infrared singularities
among parton-level sub-processes of dierent multiplicity. The application of this method
to processes with one hadron in the initial state requires the dedicated treatment of infrared-
singular splittings that change the parton identity. Our calculation is implemented into
the NNLOjet parton-level event generator framework, which was also used recently for
the NNLO corrections to pp! Z + j [60{62], pp! H + j [58] and pp! 2j [71, 72].
The HERA experiments H1 and ZEUS have measured inclusive single jet and di-jet
production over a broad kinematical range. We observe that the NNLO corrections to
inclusive single jet production modify the shape of the kinematical distributions, which are
now described considerably better than at NLO. The corrections are moderate in size (ten
to twenty per cent) except for very low jet transverse momenta or low photon virtuality Q2,
and their inclusion substantially reduces the scale uncertainty on the predictions, typically
well below the experimental statistical and systematical uncertainty.
The NNLO corrections to di-jet production are found to be sizeable, and often well
outside the scale uncertainty band of the NLO predictions over a broad kinematical range
for most of data sets from ZEUS and H1. Already in an earlier study [74], we could relate
this behaviour to the interplay between the cuts on the jet transverse momentum and di-jet
invariant mass, which overly restricts the nal state phase space at LO and NLO. We now
provide further evidence for this argument by performing dedicated comparisons of the
predictions with and without invariant mass cut, with the latter displaying much-improved
perturbative convergence and reduced scale uncertainty. Only one H1 di-jet data set (low-
Q2 [12]) was measured without the invariant mass cut; this data set is well-described by
the NNLO theory.
Our NNLO results open up several opportunities for precision phenomenology with
jet observables in deep inelastic scattering. The determination of parton distributions at
NNLO from a global t is currently dominated by processes that are only quark-initiated
at leading order (inclusive DIS, Drell-Yan processes). Constraints on the gluon distribution
come mainly from indirect eects (scaling violations) or from the inclusion of data from
processes (like jet-production) where the full NNLO corrections are unknown. In these
cases, the NNLO corrections to the hard process cross sections are either approximated
using some ad-hoc assumptions or discarded altogether. A recent study [107] on the impact
of LHC inclusive top quark cross section data on the determination of the gluon distribution
illustrated the importance of a consistent treatment of NNLO eects (which are known for
top quark production [54, 55]). Our newly derived NNLO corrections to jet production
in DIS enable the consistent inclusion of HERA data on this process into global parton
distribution ts at NNLO. The magnitude of the corrections, as well as their kinematical
dependence, makes it likely that their inclusion will lead to modications of the gluon


















Jet production data from HERA have been used to measure the strong coupling con-
stant s [9, 11, 14, 15]. The error on all these measurements was dominated by the theory
uncertainty inherent to the NLO predictions used in the extraction of s. This uncertainty
was found to be typically a factor two or more larger than experimental statistical or sys-
tematical uncertainties, thereby proving to be the limiting factor to further improving s
measurements from jet production in deep inelastic scattering. Given that the analysis of
inclusive deep inelastic scattering structure function data typically yields values of the s
at the lower boundary of the range indicated by other determinations [108], it will be very
interesting to apply the NNLO corrections derived in this paper to perform an NNLO-
accurate determination of the strong coupling constant from DIS jet production data.
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A NLO subtraction terms
In this appendix we include all the subtraction terms for the NLO two-jet calculation. The
matrix elements and their associated factors are collected in tables 2 and 3.
A.1 Quark-initiated subtraction terms
The quark channel receives contributions from the processes q ! qgg, q ! qqq at tree
level and q ! qg at 1-loop.
Real. Real emission corrections at NLO contain up to three nal-state partons and are





A.1.1 B-type O(N1) contribution
The leading-colour contribution is composed of two-quark-two-gluon matrix elements, B;02 ,
which are summed over both permutations of the nal-state gluons. This matrix element
and the corresponding subtraction term are given byX
P (i;j)
B;02 (1^; i; j; 2) 
X
P (i;j)

















where P (i; j) denotes the permutations of the labels in the set of nal-state gluons f3; 4g.
The subtraction term is constructed for a single permutation and given by
B;0;S2 (1^; i; j; k) =
+ d03;q(1; i; j)B
;0
1 (1; (
eij); k) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ d03(k; j; i)B
;0
1 (1; (
eij); (fkj)) J (2)2 (fpg2): (A.2)
A.1.2 B-type O(N 1) contribution
The two-quark-two-gluon matrix element also contributes at sub-leading colour where it
is given by the ~B;02 matrix element. The subtracted contribution to the cross section is
given by
~B;02 (1^; 3; 4; 2)  ~B;0;S2 (1^; 3; 4; 2): (A.3)
The gluons in this function act as if they are abelian due to the particular combination of
interferences used to dene it. This changes the factorization behaviour compared to the
leading-colour matrix element and we construct the subtraction term to reect this:
~B;0;S2 (1^; i; j; k) =
+A03;q(1; j; k)B
;0
1 (1; i; (
fjk)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+A03;q(1; i; k)B
;0
1 (1; j; (
eik)) J (2)2 (fpg2): (A.4)
From this subtraction term it is clear that the gluons are colour connected only to the
quark and antiquark, not other gluons; which is what would be expected for an abelian
gauge boson.
A.1.3 C-type O(NF ) contribution
With three nal-state partons and an initial-state quark we must also evaluate the contribu-
tion from four-quark matrix elements of identical (q ! qqq) and non-identical (q ! qQ Q)
avours. The full four-quark matrix element, summed over possible quark avours, can
be written as a term derived from the non-identical avour matrix element, C;00 , and an
interference term, D;00 . The C
;0
0 function contains contributions from diagrams where the
vector boson couples to each quark line and the subtraction term is given byX
3;4





C;0;S0 (1^; i; j; k) =
+ E03(k; i; j)B
;0
1;q (1; (





























In this subtraction term we note the appearance of the B;01;q and B
;0
1;Q reduced matrix
elements which were introduced in section 3.1 and which carry over the information on
which quark line the vector boson is coupling to in the reduced matrix element.
We can see that the rst term of the subtraction term regulates the quark-antiquark
collinear limit between partons i and j which constitute a quark line of avour Q and so
in the reduced matrix element the vector boson couples to the remaining quark line of
avour q. The remaining subtraction terms, on the other hand, regulate the collinear limit
between the quarks 1^ and k, which are of avour q. Consequently, the vector boson in the
reduced matrix element couples to the remaining quark line of avour Q.
A.1.4 D-type O(N0) contribution
As explained above, the four-quark matrix element also contains a term given by the
interference of four-quark amplitudes with dierent quark assignments, arising from the
identical avour contribution,
D;00 (1^; 2; 3; 4): (A.7)
We include this contribution but note that it is nite in all unresolved limits and so requires
no subtraction term.
Virtual. The virtual NLO contributions to the cross section arise from the interference of
a one-loop amplitude with a tree-level amplitude for the process q ! qg. Once all colour
factors are stripped out, this leaves three separate contributions to the cross section.
A.1.5 B-type O(N1) contribution
The leading-colour contribution and its subtraction term is given by
B;11 (1^; 3; 2) B;1;T1 (1^; 3; 2); (A.8)
where
B;1;T1 (1^; i; j) =
  J1;FF2;QG (sji)B;01 (1; i; j) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  J1;IF2;QG(s1i)B;01 (1; i; j) J (2)2 (fpg2): (A.9)
All the poles of the one-loop matrix element are cancelled analytically by this subtraction
term.
A.1.6 B-type O(N 1) contribution
The two-quark-one-gluon one-loop matrix element also gives a contribution at subleading
colour,


















~B;1;T1 (1^; i; j) =
  J1;IF2;QQ(s1j)B;01 (1; i; j) J (2)2 (fpg2): (A.11)
The integrated real radiation function in this subtraction term, which contains all the
explicit poles, is a function of the quark and antiquark momenta but not the gluon mo-
mentum. This can be traced back to the colour connection of the virtual gluon in the loop;
at subleading colour the virtual gluon is colour connected only to the quark line.
A.1.7 C-type O(NF ) contribution
The one-loop diagrams which contain a closed quark loop form a distinct matrix element,
B^;11 , carrying a factor of NF . The poles of this matrix element are cancelled by the
subtraction term B^;1;T1 . We must also include the integrated subtraction terms com-
ing from section A.1.3 where the reduced matrix element is gluon-initiated rather than
quark-initiated.
This type of subtraction term was discussed in section 3.3 and is referred to as an
identity changing (IC) term. Such a terms clearly cannot cancel the poles of the one-loop
matrix element as it is proportional to the gluon-initiated reduced matrix element. Instead,
the relevant integrated antennae from the real subtraction term are combined with the IC
mass factorization kernels to generate a nite virtual subtraction term, B^;1;T1;q!g.
B^;11 (1^; 3; 2)  B^;1;T1 (1^; 3; 2)  B^;1;T1;q!g(1^; 3; 2); (A.12)
where
B^;1;T1 (1^; i; j) =
  2J^1;FF2;QG (sij)B;01 (1; i; j) J (2)2 (fpg2); (A.13)












1 (i; 1; j) J
(2)
2 (fpg2): (A.14)
A.2 Gluon-initiated subtraction terms
The gluon channel is composed of the tree-level process g ! qqg and the one-loop process
g ! qq.
Real. Due to the initial-state gluon, no four-quark matrix elements contribute to the real
correction, but only two-quark-two-gluon matrix elements with one of the gluons crossed

















A.2.1 B-type O(N1) contribution
The leading-colour contribution is, as in the quark channel, given by the B;02 function. We
sum over all gluon permutations, where now one of the gluons is in the initial-state. The
subtracted contribution to the cross section is given byX
P (1^;2)
B;02 (3; 1^; 2; 4) 
X
P (1^;2)
B;0;S2 (3; 1^; 2; 4); (A.15)
where
B;0;S2 (i; 1^; j; k) =
+ d03;g(i; j; 1)B
;0
1 ((
eij); 1; k) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ d03;g(k; j; 1)B
;0
1 ((
fjk); 1; i) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  a03;g!q(i; 1; k)B;01 (1; j; ( eik)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  a03;g!q(k; 1; i)B;01 (( eik); j; 1) J (2)2 (fpg2): (A.16)
The nal two terms in the subtraction term account for IC limits where the initial-state
quark becomes collinear with a nal-state quark or antiquark.
A.2.2 B-type O(N 1) contribution
The subleading-colour contribution to the process g ! qqg is given by the ~B;02 function
with one of the gluons crossed into the initial-state,
~B;02 (3; 1^; 2; 4)  ~B;0;S2 (3; 1^; 2; 4): (A.17)
The initial-state gluon cannot become soft, but can participate in a collinear limit with
nal-state partons. As the gluons in this matrix element behave as if they were abelian,
no gluon-gluon collinear limits exist and all IF collinear limits are therefore IC limits with
the nal-state quark or antiquark,
~B;0;S2 (i; 1^; j; k) =
  a03;g!q(i; 1; k)B;01 (1; j; ( eik)) J (2)2 (fpg2)




eij); 1; (fkj)) J (2)2 (fpg2): (A.18)
Virtual. The virtual NLO contributions arise from the interference of a one-loop ampli-
tude with a tree-level amplitude for the process g ! qq.
A.2.3 B-type O(N1) contribution
The leading-colour contribution contains a subtraction term which cancels the poles of the
one-loop matrix element and an IC subtraction term which is nite,


















B;1;T1 (i; 1^; j) =
 





B;01 (i; 1; j) J
(2)
2 (fpg2); (A.20)
and the nite IC subtraction term is given by
B;1;T1;g!q(i; 1^; j) =
  2J1;IF2;QQ;g!q(s1j) B;01 (1; i; j) J (2)2 (fpg2): (A.21)
A.2.4 B-type O(N 1) contribution
The subleading-colour matrix element is given by the ~B;11 function, whose poles are can-
celled by the subtraction term ~B;1;T1 . The IC integrated subtraction terms coming from
section A.1.2 are combined with the IC mass factorization kernels to form the nite sub-
traction term, ~B;1;T1;g!q. The total subtracted contribution to the cross section is given by
~B;11 (2; 1^; 3)  ~B;1;T1 (2; 1^; 3)  ~B;1;T1;g!q(2; 1^; 3); (A.22)
where
~B;1;T1 (i; 1^; j) =
  J1;FF2;QQ (sij)B;01 (i; 1; j) J (2)2 (fpg2); (A.23)
~B;1;T1;g!q(i; 1^; j) =
  2J1;IF2;QQ;g!q(s1j) B;01 (1; i; j) J (2)2 (fpg2): (A.24)
A.2.5 B-type O(NF ) contribution
The one-loop matrix element with a closed quark loop is given by the B^;11 function. This
function contains explicit poles, but as is clear from table 3, there is no real subtraction term
contributing to this colour factor. This means there are no integrated antenna functions to
cancel the explicit poles of the matrix element. However, the NLO mass factorization term
does contribute to this colour factor and cancels the poles of the matrix element. This is
reected in the fact that the integrated real radiation function for this process is formed
entirely from mass factorization kernels, as is noted in ref. [35]:
B^;11 (2; 1^; 3)  B^;1;T1 (2; 1^; 3); (A.25)
where
B^;1;T1 (i; 1^; j) =

















B NNLO subtraction terms
In this appendix, we include the subtraction terms that are used to regulate each colour-
stripped matrix element introduced in section 3.1. The matrix elements associated with
the subtraction terms are listed in tables 4 and 5.
B.1 Quark-initiated subtraction terms
The quark channel at NNLO receives contributions from the tree-level sub-processes q !
qggg and q ! qqqg, the one-loop correction to the processes q ! qgg and q ! qqq and
the two-loop corrections to the process q ! qg.
Double real. The tree-level ve-parton contributions are given by the colour decom-
position of the two-quark-three-gluon and four-quark-one-gluon matrix elements with the
quark crossed into the initial-state.
B.1.1 B-type O(N2) contribution
The leading-colour matrix element is summed over all six permutations of the nal-state
gluons. The subtraction term is summed only over the cyclic permutations of gluons. The
cancellation of divergences occurs once all terms in the sum are evaluated,X
P (i;j;k)
B;03 (1^; i; j; k; 2) 
X
PC(i;j;k)
B;0;S3 (1^; i; j; k; 2); (B.1)
where PC denotes the restricted sum over cyclic permutations. The subtraction term is
given by
B;0;S3 (1^; i; j; k; l) =
+ f03 (i; j; k)B
;0
2 (1; (
eij); (fjk); l) J (3)2 (fpg3)
+ f03 (i; j; k)B
;0
2 (1; (
fjk); (eij); l) J (3)2 (fpg3)
+ d03(l; k; j)B
;0
2 (1; i; (
fjk); (elk)) J (3)2 (fpg3)
+ d03(l; i; j)B
;0
2 (1; k; (
eji); (eli)) J (3)2 (fpg3)
+ d03(1; k; j)B
;0
2 (1; (
fkj); i; l) J (3)2 (fpg3)
+ d03(1; i; j)B
;0
2 (1; (
eij); k; l) J (3)2 (fpg3)
+ D0;a4 (l; i; j; k)B
;0
1 (1; (
fijk); (flij)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  d03(l; i; j) d03((eli); (eij); k)B;01 (1; (]kf(ij));^(eli)(eij)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  f03 (k; j; i) d03(l; (fkj); (eji))B;01 (1; ^(fkj)(eji); (]lf(kj))) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ D0;a4 (l; k; j; i)B
;0
1 (1; (
fkji); (flkj)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  d03(l; k; j) d03((elk); (fkj); i)B;01 (1; (]if(kj)); ^(elk)(fkj)) J (2)2 (fpg2)

















+ D04(1; i; j; k)B
;0
1 (1; (
fijk); l) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  d03(1; i; j)D03(1; k; (eij))B;01 (1; (](eij)k); l) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  d03(1; k; j)D03(1; i; (fkj))B;01 (1; (](fkj)i); l) J (2)2 (fpg3)
  f03 (i; j; k)D03(1; (eij); (fkj))B;01 (1; ^(eij)(fkj); l) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ D0;c4 (l; k; i; j)B
;0
1 (1; (
fjik); (flki)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ D0;c4 (l; i; k; j)B
;0
1 (1; (
fjki); (flik)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  d03(l; k; j) d03((elk); i; (fkj))B;01 (1; (]if(kj)); ( gif(lk))) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  d03(l; i; j) d03((eli); k; (eij))B;01 (1; (]kf(ij)); ( gkf(li))) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  ~A04(1; i; k; l)B;01 (1; j; (flki)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ A03(1; i; l)A
0
3(1; k; (
eli))B;01 (1; j; ( gkf(li))) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ A03(1; k; l)A
0
3(1; i; (




d03(1; i; j) d
0
3(1; k; (eij))B;01 (1; (]kf(ij)); l) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  1
2
d03(l; i; j) d
0
3(1; k; (eij))B;01 (1; (]kf(ij)); (eli)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  1
2










1i(eij)   SFF1i(]kf(ij))   SFF(eli)i(eij) + SFF(eli)i(]kf(ij))   SFF1i(eli) + SFF1i(eli)





d03(1; k; j) d
0
3(1; i; (
fkj))B;01 (1; (]if(kj)); l) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  1
2
d03(l; k; j) d
0
3(1; i; (
fkj))B;01 (1; (]if(kj)); (elk)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  1
2










1k(fjk)   SFF1k(]if(jk))   SFF(elk)k(fjk) + SFF(elk)k(]if(jk))   SFF1k(elk) + SFF1k(elk)





d03(l; i; j) d
0
3((
eli); k; (eij))B;01 (1; (]kf(ij)); ( g(eli)k)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  1
2
d03(1; i; j) d
0
3(l; k; (eij))B;01 (1; (]kf(ij)); (elk)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  1
2
A03(1; i; l) d
0
3((





















(eij)i(eli)   SFF(]kf(ij))i(gkf(li))   SFF1i(eij) + SFF1i(]kf(ij))   SFF1i(eli) + SFF1i(gkf(li))





d03(l; k; j) d
0
3((
elk); i; (fkj))B;01 (1; (]if(kj)); ( g(elk)i)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  1
2
d03(1; k; j) d
0
3(l; i; (
fkj))B;01 (1; (]if(kj)); (eli)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  1
2
A03(1; k; l) d
0
3((





(fkj)k(elk)   SFF(]if(kj))k(gif(lk))   SFF1k(fkj) + SFF1k(]if(kj))   SFF1k(elk) + SFF1k(gif(lk))




























1i(eli) + SFF1i(gkf(li)) + SFF(eli)i(eij)   SFF(gkf(li))i(eij) + SFF1i(eij)   SFF1i(eij)




























1k(elk) + SFF1k(gif(lk)) + SFF(elk)k(fkj)   SFF(gif(lk))k(fkj) + SFF1k(fkj)   SFF1k(fkj)

A03(1; i; (elk))B;01 (1; (fkj); ( gif(lk))) J (2)2 (fpg2): (B.2)
B.1.2 B-type O(N0) contribution
The ~B;03 matrix element contributes at subleading colour, 1=N
2 relative to leading colour.
The interferences of colour-ordered amplitudes which form this function result in one of
the gluons behaving as if it were an abelian gauge boson, colour connected only to the
quark line. The two remaining gluons are colour connected to the quark line but also to
each other. The abelian-like gluon is always the rst gluon argument in the function ~B;03 .
The subtracted contribution to the cross section is given byX
P (i;j;k)
~B;03 (1^; i; j; k; l) 
X
P (i;j;k)
~B;0;S3 (1^; i; j; k; l): (B.3)
The abelian-like nature of the gluon i (rst argument) in the subtraction term can be seen


















~B;0;S3 (1^; i; j; k; l) =
+A03(1; i; l)B
;0
2 (1; j; k; (
eli)) J (3)2 (fpg3)
+ d03(1; j; k) ~B
;0
2 (1; i; (
fjk); l) J (3)2 (fpg3)
+ d03(l; k; j) ~B
;0
2 (1; i; (
fjk); (elk)) J (3)2 (fpg3)
+ A04(1; j; k; l)B
;0
1 (1; i; (
fjkl)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  d03(1; j; k)A03(1; (fjk); l)B;01 (1; i; (]lf(jk))) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  d03(l; k; j)A03(1; (fjk); (elk))B;01 (1; i; ^(fjk)(elk)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ ~A04(1; i; j; l)B
;0
1 (1; k; (
fijl)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  A03(1; i; l)A03(1; j; (eli))B;01 (1; k; (gjf(li))) J (2)2 (fpg3)
  A03(1; j; l)A03(1; i; (elj))B;01 (1; k; (gif(lj))) J (2)2 (fpg3)
+ A03(1; j; l)A
0
3(1; i; (
elj))B;01 (1; k; (gif(lj))) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  d03(1; j; k)A03(1; i; l)B;01 (1; (fjk); (eli)) J (2)2 (fpg2)




1j(elj)   SFF1j(gif(lj))   SFF1j(fkj) + SFF1j(fkj)   SFF(elj)j(fkj) + SFF(gif(lj))j(fkj)

A03(1; i; (elj))B;01 (1; (fkj); (gif(lj))) J (2)2 (fpg2): (B.4)
B.1.3 B-type O(N 2) contribution
The ~~B;03 matrix element contributes to two subleading colour factors, as can be seen in
table 4. This function is symmetrised over all gluon momenta and therefore behaves as if
all three gluons are abelian. This restricts the unresolved limits of the nal-state gluons to
QED-like factorization. The subtracted cross section is given by
~~B;03 (1^; 3; 4; 5; 2)  ~~B;0;S3 (1^; 3; 4; 5; 2); (B.5)
where
~~B;0;S3 (1^; i; j; k; l) =
+A03(1; i; l)
~B;02 (1; j; k; (
eli)) J (3)2 (fpg3)
+A03(1; j; l)
~B;02 (1; i; k; (
elj)) J (3)2 (fpg3)
+A03(1; k; l)
~B;02 (1; i; j; (
elk)) J (3)2 (fpg3)
+ ~A04(1; i; j; l)B
;0
1 (1; k; (

















  A03(1; i; l)A03(1; j; (eli))B;01 (1; k; (gjf(li))) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  A03(1; j; l)A03(1; i; (elj))B;01 (1; k; (gif(lj))) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ ~A04(1; i; k; l)B
;0
1 (1; j; (
flik)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  A03(1; i; l)A03(1; k; (eli))B;01 (1; j; ( gkf(li))) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  A03(1; k; l)A03(1; i; (elk))B;01 (1; j; ( gif(lk))) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ ~A04(1; j; k; l)B
;0
1 (1; i; (
fljk)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  A03(1; j; l)A03(1; k; (elj))B;01 (1; i; (]kf(lj))) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  A03(1; k; l)A03(1; j; (elk))B;01 (1; i; (]jf(lk))) J (2)2 (fpg2): (B.6)
B.1.4 C-type O(NFN1) contribution
The four-quark-one-gluon matrix element contains contributions from identical and non-
identical quark avours for the two quark strings. As was the case at NLO in sections A.1.3{
A.1.4 the full four-quark contribution can be separated into a term derived from the non-
identical avour matrix elements, given by the C;01 functions, and a remainder of interfer-
ence terms given by the D;01 functions.
The C;01 terms include both colour orderings and the vector boson coupling to both














eji); k; l) J (3)2 (fpg3)
+A03(k; i; l)C
;0
0 (1; j; (
eki); (eli)) J (3)2 (fpg3)
+ E03(l; j; k)B
;0
2;q (1; (
fjk); i; (elj)) J (3)2 (fpg3)
+ E03(l; j; k)B
;0
2;q (1; i; (
fjk); (elj)) J (3)2 (fpg3)
+ E0;a4 (l; j; k; i)B
;0
1;q (1; (
fikj); (fljk)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ E0;b4 (l; i; k; j)B
;0
1;q (1; (
fjki); (flik)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  E03(l; j; k) d03((elj); i; (fjk))B;01;q (1; (](fjk)i); (g(elj)i)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  E03(l; j; k) d03((elj); (fjk); i)B;01;q (1; (]if(kj));^(elj)(fjk)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  A03(k; i; l)E03((eli); ( eki); j)B;01;q (1; (]jf(ki));^( eki)(eli)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ E04(1; k; j; i)B
;0
1;q (1; (

















  E03(l; j; k)D03(1; (fkj); i)B;01;q (1; (]if(kj)); (elj)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  A03(1; i; j)E03(1; k; (eji))B;01;q (1; (]kf(ji)); l) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  E03;q0!g(k; 1; l)B;02;Q((ekl); 1; i; j) J (3)2 (fpg3)
  E03;q0!g(k; 1; l)B;02;Q((ekl); i; 1; j) J (3)2 (fpg3)
  E04(k; l; 1; i)B;01;Q((fkli); 1; j) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ E03;q0!g(k; 1; l)D
0
3((
ekl); 1; i)B;01;Q(( g(ekl)i); 1; j) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  E04(k; 1; l; i)B;01;Q((fkli); 1; j) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ E03;q0!g(k; l; 1)D
0
3((
ekl); 1; i)B;01;Q(( g(elk)i); 1; j) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ A03(l; i; k)E
0
3;q0!g(( eki); 1; (eli))B;01;Q(^( eki)(eli); 1; j) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ B04(k; 1; l; j)B
;0
1;Q(i; 1; (
fjlk)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  2E03;q0!g(k; 1; l) a03;g!q((ekl); 1; j)B;01;Q(i; 1; (]jf(kl))) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ B04(k; 1; l; j) B
;0
1;Q((
fjlk); i; 1) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  E03;q0!g(k; l; 1) a03;g!q(j; 1; (ekl))B;01;Q((]jf(kl)); i; 1) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  E03;q0!g(k; 1; l) a03;g!q((ekl); 1; j)B;01;Q(1; i; (]jf(kl))) J (2)2 (fpg2)





ekl); 1; (eij)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ A03(k; i; j)E
0
3;q0!g(( eki); 1; l)B;01;Q(( g( eki)l); 1; (eji)) J (2)2 (fpg2)






(eki)(eli) + SFF(eki)ij   SFF^(eki)(eli)ij   SFF1i(eki)   SFFji1 + SFF1ij

 E03;q0!g(( eki); 1; (eli))B;01;Q(^( eki)(eli); 1; j) J (2)2 (fpg2): (B.8)
In this subtraction term we once again retain information on the avour of the quark
line in the reduced matrix element and employ a symmetrisation over the quark and anti-
quark for some reduced matrix elements indicated by a B.
B.1.5 C-type O(NFN 1) contribution
The subleading-colour contribution to four-quark-one-gluon scattering can also be split into
a term derived from non-identical avour matrix elements, ~C;01 terms, and a left-over set
of interferences, ~D;01 terms. The
~C;01 terms contain all colour orderings and vector boson


























~C;0;S1 (1^; i; j; k; l) =
+A03(1; i; l)C
;0
0 (1; j; k; (




eji); ( eki); l) J (3)2 (fpg3)
  2A03(1; i; k)C;00 (1; j; ( eki); l) J (3)2 (fpg3)
  2A03(j; i; l)C;00 (1; (eji); k; (eli)) J (3)2 (fpg3)
+ 2A03(1; i; j)C
;0
0 (1; (
eji); k; l) J (3)2 (fpg3)
+ 2A03(l; i; k)C
;0
0 (1; j; (
eki); (eli)) J (3)2 (fpg3)
+ E03(l; j; k)
~B;02;q (1; i; (
fkj); (elj)) J (3)2 (fpg3)
+ B04(1; j; k; l)B
;0
1;q (1; i; (
fjkl)) J (2)2 (fpg2)




~E04(1; j; i; k)B
;0
1;q (1; (









~E04(l; j; i; k)B
;0
1;q (1; (





3(l; (eji); ( eki))B;01;q (1;^(eji)( eki); (glf(ji))) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  E03(l; j; k)A03(1; i; (elj))B;01;q (1; (fjk); (gif(lj))) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ A03(1; i; k)E
0
3(1; (
eik); j)B;01;q (1; (]jf(ik)); l) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ A03(j; i; l)E
0
3(1; k; (eji))B;01;q (1; (]kf(ji)); (eli)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  A03(1; i; j)E03(1; k; (eji))B;01;q (1; (]kf(ji)); l) J (2)2 (fpg2)




1i(eki) + SFF(eji)il   SFF1i(eji)   SFFli(eik)

 E03(1; ( eki); (eji))B;01;q (1;^( eki)(eji); l) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ A03(1; i; k)E
0
3(l; (
eik); j)B;01;q (1; (]jf(ik)); ( glf(ik))) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ A03(j; i; l)E
0
3((
eli); k; (eji))B;01;q (1; (]kf(ji)); ( g(eli)k)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  A03(1; i; j)E03(l; k; (eji))B;01;q (1; (]kf(ji)); (elk)) J (2)2 (fpg2)


























~B;02;Q(k; 1; i; (





ekl); i; 1; j) J (3)2 (fpg3)
+ B04(j; 1; l; k) B
;0
1;Q(1; i; (












ekl); 1; j) B;01;Q(1; i; (](ekl)j)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  1
2
~E04(j; 1; i; l)B
;0
1;Q(k; 1; (






3;q0!g(j; 1; (eil))B;01;Q(k; 1; (gjf(il))) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  1
2
~E04(k; 1; i; l)B
;0
1;Q((




















ekl); i; j)B;01;Q(( g(ekl)i); 1; (eij)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  A03(1; i; k)E03(( eik); 1; l)B;01;Q(( glf(ik)); 1; j) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  A03(j; i; l)E03(k; 1; (eli))B;01;Q(( gkf(li)); 1; (eji)) J (2)2 (fpg2)





elk); 1; (eji)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ A03(l; i; k)E
0
3((




1i(eik) + SFFji(eli)   SFF1ij   SFF(eli)i(eik)

 E03(( eik); 1; (eli))B;01;Q(^( eik)(eli); 1; j) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  A03(1; i; k)E03(j; 1; l)B;01;Q(( eki); 1; (elj)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  A03(j; i; l)E03((eji); 1; (eli))B;01;Q(k; 1;^(eji)(eli)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ A03(1; i; j)E
0
3((eji); 1; l)B;01;Q(k; 1; (glf(ji))) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ A03(l; i; k)E
0
3(j; 1; (




1i(eij) + SFFki(eli)   SFF1ik   SFF(eli)i(eij)


















B.1.6 D-type O(N0) contribution
The interferences of quark orderings arising from the identical avour contribution to four-
quark-one-gluon scattering gives the subtracted contribution to the cross section,
D;01 (1^; 5; 2; 3; 4) D;0;S1 (1^; 5; 2; 3; 4); (B.11)
where
D;0;S1 (1^; i; j; k; l) =
+A03(1; i; k)D
;0
0 (1; j; (




eji); k; (eli)) J (3)2 (fpg3)
+ 2C04 (1; k; j; l)B
;0
1;q (1; i; (
fjkl)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ 2C04 (k; 1; j; l)B
;0
1;q ((
fjkl); i; 1) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ 2C04 (l; j; k; 1)B
;0
1;q (1; i; (
fjkl)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ 2C04 (j; l; k; 1)B
;0
1;q (1; i; (
fjkl)) J (2)2 (fpg2): (B.12)
B.1.7 D-type O(N 2) contribution
The interferences of quark orderings also contribute to the subleading colour and require
subtraction,
~D;01 (1^; 5; 2; 3; 4)  ~D;0;S1 (1^; 5; 2; 3; 4); (B.13)
where the subtraction term is given by
~D;0;S1 (1^; i; j; k; l) =
 A03(1; i; k)D;00 (1; j; ( eik); l) J (3)2 (fpg3)
+A03(1; i; l)D
;0
0 (1; j; k; (








eji); ( eki); l) J (3)2 (fpg3)
 A03(j; i; l)D;00 (1; (eji); k; (eli)) J (3)2 (fpg3)
+A03(k; i; l)D
;0
0 (1; j; (
eki); (eli)) J (3)2 (fpg3)
+ 2C04 (1; k; j; l)B
;0
1;q (1; i; (
fjkl)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ 2C04 (k; 1; j; l)B
;0
1;q ((
fjkl); i; 1) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ 2C04 (l; j; k; 1)B
;0
1;q (1; i; (
fjkl)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ 2C04 (j; l; k; 1)B
;0
1;q (1; i; (
fjkl)) J (2)2 (fpg2): (B.14)
Real-virtual. The real-virtual contributions to the quark channel receive contributions
from the two-quark-two-gluon and four-quark one-loop matrix elements, where the four-
quark matrix elements include identical and non-identical avoured quarks. Each matrix

















B.1.8 B-type O(N2) contribution
The leading-colour contribution is given by the B;12 function, which is then summed over
both gluon permutations. The subtracted contribution to the cross section is given byX
P (i;j)
B;12 (1^; i; j; 2) B;1;T2 (1^; i; j; 2); (B.15)
where the subtraction term for a single ordering is given by
B;1;T2 (1^; i; j; k) =
 

+ J1;IF2;QG(s1i) + J
1;FF









+ J1;IF2;QG(s1j) + J
1;FF




B;02 (1; j; i; k) J
(3)
2 (fpg3)
+ D03;q(1; i; j)

B;11 (1; (
eij); k) (1  x1) (1  x2)
+

+ J1;IF2;QG(s1(eij)) + J1;FF2;QG (sk(eij))

B;01 (1; (
eij); k) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ d03(k; j; i)

B;11 (1; (
eij); (fkj)) (1  x1) (1  x2)
+

+ J1;IF2;QG(s1(eij)) + J1;FF2;QG (s(fkj)(eij))

B;01 (1; (
eij); (fkj)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ d03(k; i; j)

B;11 (1; (
eij); ( eki)) (1  x1) (1  x2)
+

+ J1;FF2;QG (s(eki)(eij)) + J1;IF2;QG(s1(eij))

B;01 (1; (
eij); ( eki)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+

d13(k; i; j) (1  x1) (1  x2)
+

+ J1;FF2;QG (skj) + J
1;FF




B;01 (1; (eij); ( eki)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+

d13(k; j; i) (1  x1) (1  x2)
+

+ J1;FF2;QG (skj) + J
1;FF




B;01 (1; (eij); (fkj)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+

D13;q(1; i; j) (1  x1) (1  x2)
+

+ J1;IF2;QG(s1i) + J
1;FF




B;01 (1; (eij); k) J (2)2 (fpg2)
 
























B;01 (1; j; (
eki)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
 








B;01 (1; i; (





+ J1;IF2;QQ(s1k)  J1;IF2;QQ(s1k)  J1;IF2;QG(s1j)
+ J1;IF2;QG(s1(eij)) + J1;FF2;QG (skj)  J1;FF2;QG (sk(eij))
+

+ SFF (s1j ; skj ; x1j;kj)  SFF (s1(eij); skj ; x1(eij);kj)  SFF (skj ; skj ; 1)
+ SFF (sk(eij); skj ; xk(eij);kj)  SFF (s1k; skj ; x1k;kj) + SFF (s1k; skj ; x1k;kj)






+ J1;IF2;QQ(s1k)  J1;IF2;QQ(s1k)  J1;IF2;QG(s1i)
+ J1;IF2;QG(s1(eji)) + J1;FF2;QG (ski)  J1;FF2;QG (sk(eji))
+

+ SFF (s1i; ski; x1i;ki)  SFF (s1(eji); ski; x1(eji);ki)  SFF (ski; ski; 1)
+ SFF (sk(eji); ski; xk(eji);ki)  SFF (s1k; ski; x1k;ki) + SFF (s1k; ski; x1k;ki)






+ J1;IF2;QQ(s1k)  J1;IF2;QQ(s1(eki)) + J1;FF2;QG (s(eki)(eij))
+ J1;IF2;QG(s1j)  J1;IF2;QG(s1(eij))  J1;FF2;QG (skj)
+

+ SFF (skj ; skj ; 1)  SFF (s(eki)(eij); skj ; x(eki)(eij);kj)  SFF (s1j ; skj ; x1j;kj)
+ SFF (s1(eij); skj ; x1(eij);kj)  SFF (s1k; skj ; x1k;kj) + SFF (s1(eki); skj ; x1(eki);kj)






+ J1;IF2;QQ(s1k)  J1;IF2;QQ(s1(fkj))  J1;FF2;QG (ski)
+ J1;FF2;QG (s(fkj)(eji)) + J1;IF2;QG(s1i)  J1;IF2;QG(s1(eji))
+

+ SFF (ski; ski; 1)  SFF (s(fkj)(eji); ski; x(fkj)(eji);ki)  SFF (s1i; ski; x1i;ki)
+ SFF (s1(eji); ski; x1(eji);ki)  SFF (s1k; ski; x1k;ki) + SFF (s1(fkj); ski; x1(fkj);ki)






















+ J1;IF2;QQ(s1k)  J1;IF2;QQ(s1(eki))  J1;IF2;QG(s1j)
+ J1;IF2;QG(s1j)  J1;FF2;QG (skj) + J1;FF2;QG (s(eki)j)
+

  SFF (s1k; skj ; x1k;kj) + SFF (s1(eki); skj ; x1(eki);kj) + SFF (s1j ; skj ; x1j;kj)
  SFF (s1j ; skj ; x1j;kj)
+ SFF (skj ; skj ; 1)  SFF (s(eki)j ; skj ; x(eki)j;kj)






+ J1;IF2;QQ(s1k)  J1;IF2;QQ(s1(fkj))  J1;IF2;QG(s1i)
+ J1;IF2;QG(s1i)  J1;FF2;QG (ski) + J1;FF2;QG (s(fkj)i)
+

  SFF (s1k; ski; x1k;ki) + SFF (s1(fkj); ski; x1(fkj);ki) + SFF (s1i; ski; x1i;ki)
  SFF (s1i; ski; x1i;ki) + SFF (ski; ski; 1)  SFF (s(fkj)i; ski; x(fkj)i;ki)

A03(1; j; k)B;01 (1; i; (fkj)) J (2)2 (fpg2): (B.16)
B.1.9 B-type O(N0) contribution
The subleading-colour matrix element contains a mixture of colour connection structures
for both the virtual gluon loop and the external gluons. This leads to a set of subtraction
terms which are colour connected only to the quark line, and a set which are also colour
connected to gluons. The subtracted contribution to the cross section is given byX
P (i;j)
~B;12 (1^; i; j; 2)  ~B;1;T2 (1^; i; j; 2); (B.17)
where
~B;1;T2 (1^; i; j; k) =
  J1;IF2;QQ(s1k)B;02 (1; i; j; k) J (3)2 (fpg3)
  J1;IF2;QQ(s1k)B;02 (1; j; i; k) J (3)2 (fpg3)
 

+ J1;IF2;QG(s1j) + J
1;FF










~B;02 (1; j; i; k) J
(3)
2 (fpg3)
+ A03(1; i; k)

B;11 (1; j; (
eki)) (1  x1) (1  x2)
+





B;01 (1; j; (

















+ A03(1; j; k)

B;11 (1; i; (
fkj)) (1  x1) (1  x2)
+





B;01 (1; i; (
fkj)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ d03(k; i; j)

~B;11 (1; (
eij); ( eki)) (1  x1) (1  x2)
+ J1;IF2;QQ(s1(eki))B;01 (1; (eij); ( eki)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ d03(k; j; i)

~B;11 (1; (
eji); (fkj)) (1  x1) (1  x2)
+ J1;IF2;QQ(s1(fkj))B;01 (1; (eji); (fkj)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ D03;q(1; i; j)

~B;11 (1; (




eij); k) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+

A13;q(1; i; k) (1  x1) (1  x2)
+





B;01 (1; j; (
eki)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+

A13;q(1; j; k) (1  x1) (1  x2)
+





B;01 (1; i; (
fkj)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+








B;01 (1; j; (
eki)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+

~A13;q(1; j; k) (1  x1) (1  x2)
+





B;01 (1; i; (
fkj)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+

+ J1;IF2;QG(s1j) + J
1;FF
2;QG (skj)  J1;IF2;QQ(s1k)
  J1;IF2;QG(s1j)  J1;FF2;QG (s(eki)j) + J1;IF2;QQ(s1(eki))
+

+ SFF (s1k; skj ; x1k;kj)  SFF (s1(eki); skj ; x1(eki);kj)  SFF (s1j ; skj ; x1j;kj)
+ SFF (s1j ; skj ; x1j;kj)   SFF (skj ; skj ; 1) + SFF (s(eki)j ; skj ; x(eki)j;kj)

A03(1; i; k)B;01 (1; j; ( eki)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+


















  J1;FF2;QG (s(fkj)i)  J1;IF2;QQ(s1k) + J1;IF2;QQ(s1(fkj))
+

+ SFF (s1k; ski; x1k;ki)  SFF (s1(fkj); ski; x1(fkj);ki)  SFF (s1i; ski; x1i;ki)
+ SFF (s1i; ski; x1i;ki)   SFF (ski; ski; 1) + SFF (s(fkj)i; ski; x(fkj)i;ki)

A03(1; j; k)B;01 (1; i; (fkj)) J (2)2 (fpg2): (B.18)
B.1.10 B-type O(N 2) contribution
The most subleading-colour contribution contains only abelian-like colour connections and
therefore only contains quark-antiquark antennae and quark-antiquark integrated real ra-
diation functions. The subtracted contribution to the cross section is given by
~~B;12 (1^; 3; 4; 2)  ~~B;1;T2 (1^; 3; 4; 2); (B.19)
where
~~B;1;T2 (1^; i; j; k) =
  J1;IF2;QQ(s1k) ~B;02 (1; i; j; k) J (3)2 (fpg3)
+ A03(1; i; k)

~B;11 (1; j; (
eki)) (1  x1) (1  x2)
+ J1;IF2;QQ(s1(eki))B;01 (1; j; ( eki)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ A03(1; j; k)

~B;11 (1; i; (
fkj)) (1  x1) (1  x2)
+ J1;IF2;QQ(s1(fkj))B;01 (1; i; (fkj)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+








B;01 (1; j; (
eki)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+








B;01 (1; i; (
fkj)) J (2)2 (fpg2): (B.20)
B.1.11 B-type O(NFN1) contribution
The two-quark-two-gluon matrix element with a closed quark loop contributes to two colour
factors. The leading contribution is given by the B^;12 (1^; i; j; 2) function. The poles and un-
resolved limits of this matrix element are removed by the subtraction term B^;1;T2 (1^; i; j; 2),
and both of these functions are summed over the permutations of nal-state gluons.
As was the case at NLO, there is also a contribution to the subtracted cross section

















mass factorization terms to generate a nite subtraction term with no unresolved limits,
B^;1;T2;q!g. The total subtracted contribution to the cross section is given byX
P (i;j)







B^;1;T2;q!g(1^; 3; 4; 2); (B.21)
where
B^;1;T2 (1^; i; j; k) =
 





B;02 (1; i; j; k) J
(3)
2 (fpg3)
+ d03(1; i; j)

B^;11 (1; (
eij); k) (1  x1) (1  x2)
+

+ J^1;IF2;QG(s1(eij)) + J^1;FF2;QG (sk(eij))

B;01 (1; (
eij); k) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ d03(k; j; i)

B^;11 (1; (
eij); (fkj)) (1  x1) (1  x2)
+

+ J^1;IF2;QG(s1(eij)) + J^1;FF2;QG (s(fkj)(eij))

B;01 (1; (
eij); (fkj)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+

d^13(1; i; j) (1  x1) (1  x2)
+






eji); k) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+

















eji); k) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+






eji); (fkj)) J (2)2 (fpg2) ; (B.22)
B^;1;T0;q!g(1^; i; j; k) =
  2J1;IF2;GQ;q0!g(s1k)B;02 (k; 1; i; j) J (3)2 (fpg3)






eki); 1; j) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+






eki); 1; (eji)) J (2)2 (fpg2)





1 (k; 1; (
eji)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  2J1;IF2;GQ;q0!g(s1(eki)) d03;g(k; i; 1)B;01 (( eki); 1; j) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  2J1;IF2;GQ;q0!g(s1k) a03;g!q(k; 1; j)B;01 (1; i; (fjk)) J (2)2 (fpg2)

















B.1.12 B-type O(NFN 1) contribution
The subleading-colour contribution to the two-quark-two-gluon matrix element with a
closed quark loop, ~^B;12 , has a subtraction terms which cancels all poles and all diver-
gences, ~^B;1;T2 , and a nite subtraction term which is generated from the IC subtraction
terms in section B.1.5 and IC mass factorization counterterms, ~^B;1;T2;q!g. The total sub-
tracted contribution to the cross section is given by
~^B;12 (1^; 3; 4; 2)  ~^B;1;T2 (1^; 3; 4; 2)  ~^B;1;T2;q!g(1^; 3; 4; 2); (B.24)
where
~^B;1;T2 (1^; i; j; k) =
  4J^1;FF2;QG (ski) ~B;02 (1; i; j; k) J (3)2 (fpg3)
+ 2A03(1; i; k)

B^;11 (1; j; (
eik)) (1  x1) (1  x2)
+ 2J^1;FF2;QG (s(eki)j)B;01 (1; j; ( eik)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ 2

A^13(1; i; k) (1  x1) (1  x2) + 2J^1;FF2;QG (ski)A03(1; i; k)

B;01 (1; j; (
eik)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+





1 (1; j; (
eik)) J (2)2 (fpg2); (B.25)
~^B;1;T0;q!g(1^; i; j; k) =
 
























1 (1; i; (








fkj); i; 1)J (2)2 (fpg2): (B.26)
B.1.13 C-type O(NFN1) contribution
The quark channel receives contributions from the four-quark one-loop scattering processes
with identical and non-identical avour quarks. The full four-quark scattering process can
be decomposed into a term calculated from the non-identical avour matrix element and
the remaining interference terms, analogous to sections A.1.3{A.1.4 for the tree-level four-
quark matrix elements. The corresponding one-loop matrix elements have an additional
colour decomposition coming from the virtual loop.
The leading colour contribution to the cross section is given byX
P (3;4)
h




















C;1;T0 (1^; j; k; i) =
 














fjk); (eij)) (1  x1) (1  x2)
+

+ J1;FF2;QG (s(eij)(fjk)) + J1;IF2;QG(s1(fjk))

B;01;q (1; (







fjk); i) (1  x1) (1  x2)
+

+ J1;FF2;QG (si(fjk)) + J1;IF2;QG(s1(fjk))

B;01;q (1; (




















E13(1; j; k) (1  x1) (1  x2)
+








fjk); i) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  E03;q0!g(k; 1; i)

B;11;Q((
eik); 1; j) (1  x1) (1  x2)
+





eik); 1; j) J (2)2 (fpg2)
 

E13;q0(k; 1; i) (1  x1) (1  x2)
+

+ J1;IF2;QQ(s1k) + J
1;FF
2;QQ (ski)





eki); 1; j) J (2)2 (fpg2)
 

+ J1;IF2;QQ(s1j)  J1;IF2;QQ(s1k) + J1;FF2;QQ (skj)  J1;FF2;QQ (sj(eki))
+ J1;IF2;GQ(s1(eki))  J1;IF2;GQ(s1j)  J1;IF2;QG;g!q(s1(eki)) + J1;IF2;QG;g!q(s1j)
+

  SFF (s1j ; ski; x1j;ki) + SFF (s1k; ski; x1k;ki)  SFF (skj ; ski; xkj;ki)
+ SFF (s
j(eki); ski; xj(eki);ki)  SFF (s1(eki); ski; x1(eki);ki) + SFF (s1j ; ski; x1j;ki)


















B.1.14 C-type O(NFN 1) contribution
The subleading-colour term constructed from non-identical avour four-quark matrix ele-
ments has the contribution to the cross section given by
~C;10 (1^; 4; 3; 2)  ~C;1;T0 (1^; 4; 3; 2); (B.29)
where
~C;1;T0 (1^; j; k; i) =
+

+ 2J1;IF2;QQ(s1k)  2J1;FF2;QQ (ski)  J1;IF2;QQ(s1i)
  J1;FF2;QQ (sjk) + 2J1;FF2;QQ (sij)  2J1;IF2;QQ(s1j)








~E13(i; j; k) (1  x1) (1  x2) + J1;FF2;QQ (sjk)E03(i; j; k)






~E13;q(1; j; k) (1  x1) (1  x2) + J1;FF2;QQ (sjk)E03;q(1; j; k)








fjk); (eij)) (1  x1) (1  x2)











fjk); i) J (2)2 (fpg2)
 

+ J1;IF2;QQ(s1k) + J
1;FF
2;QQ (sij)  J1;IF2;QQ(s1j)  J1;FF2;QQ (ski)
+

  SFF (s1k; skj ; x1k;kj)  SFF (sij ; skj ; xij;kj) + SFF (s1j ; skj ; x1j;kj)





fjk); (eij)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
 

+ J1;IF2;QQ(s1k) + J
1;FF
2;QQ (sij)  J1;IF2;QQ(s1j)  J1;FF2;QQ (ski)
+

  SFF (s1k; skj ; x1k;kj)  SFF (sij ; skj ; xij;kj) + SFF (s1j ; skj ; x1j;kj)











eij)) (1  x1) (1  x2)






















eik); 1; j) (1  x1) (1  x2)




~E13;q0(j; 1; i) (1  x1) (1  x2) + J1;IF2;QQ(s1i)E03;q0!g(j; 1; i)





~E13;q0(k; 1; i) (1  x1) (1  x2) + J1;IF2;QQ(s1i)E03;q0!g(k; 1; i)

B;01;Q(( eik); 1; j) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+

+ J1;IF2;QQ(s1k) + J
1;FF
2;QQ (sij)  J1;IF2;QQ(s1j)  J1;FF2;QQ (ski)
+

  SFF (s1k; sjk; x1k;jk)  SFF (sij ; sjk; xij;jk) + SFF (s1j ; sjk; x1j;jk)





eij)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+

+ J1;IF2;QQ(s1j) + J
1;FF
2;QQ (sik)  J1;IF2;QQ(s1k)  J1;FF2;QQ (sji)
+

  SFF (s1j ; skj ; x1j;kj)  SFF (sik; skj ; xik;kj) + SFF (s1k; skj ; x1k;kj)





eik)) J (2)2 (fpg2): (B.30)
B.1.15 C-type O(N2F ) contribution
The contributions with four quarks and a closed quark loop can be written purely in terms
of the non-identical avour matrix elements with a closed quark loop, C^;10 . The subtracted
contribution to the cross section is given by
C^;10 (1^; 4; 3; 2)  C^;1;T0 (1^; 4; 3; 2); (B.31)
where




E03(i; j; k) B^
;1
1;q (1; (




E03;q(1; j; k) B^
;1
1;q (1; (














fjk); i) (1  x1) (1  x2)
  E03;q0!g(j; 1; i) B^;11;Q(k; 1; (eij)) (1  x1) (1  x2)

















B.1.16 D-type O(N0) contribution
The remaining four-quark one-loop interferences between dierent quark orderings also
contribute to two colour factors. The leading-colour term has the subtracted contribution
to the cross section given by
D;10 (1^; 2; 3; 4) D;1;T0 (1^; 2; 3; 4): (B.33)
The matrix element contains explicit poles but no single unresolved divergences for the
same reason that the tree-level D;00 was nite in all limits. The subtraction term is then
given by
D;1;T0 (1^; j; k; i) =
+





D;00 (1; j; k; i) J
(3)
2 (fpg3): (B.34)
B.1.17 D-type O(N 2) contribution
The subleading-colour contribution to the identical-quark interferences similarly has no
single-unresolved limits and requires only the poles to be removed. The contribution to
the cross section is given by
~D;10 (1^; 2; 3; 4)  ~D;1;T0 (1^; 2; 3; 4); (B.35)
where
~D;1;T0 (1^; j; k; i) =
+

+ J1;IF2;QQ(s1k)  J1;IF2;QQ(s1i)  J1;IF2;QQ(s1j)
  J1;FF2;QQ (sjk) + J1;FF2;QQ (sji)  J1;FF2;QQ (ski)

D;00 (1; j; k; i) J
(3)
2 (fpg3): (B.36)
B.2 Gluon-initiated subtraction terms
The gluon channel receives contributions from the sub-processes: g ! qqgg and g ! qqqq
at tree level, g ! qqg at one-loop and g ! qq at two loops. Each of these contributions
can be separated into their respective colour factors which are listed in table 5.
Double real. The double-real correction to the gluon channel contains two-quark-three-
gluon, and four-quark-one-gluon matrix elements with one of the gluons crossed into the
initial-state.
B.2.1 B-type O(N2) contribution
The leading-colour contribution is given by the B;03 function, summed over all gluon per-

















summed over any orderings but is constructed to cancel against the full set of matrix
elements due to the intricate singularity structure of the subtraction term,X
P (1^;i;j)
B;03 (4; 1^; i; j; 5) B;0;S3 (4; 1^; 2; 3; 5); (B.37)
where the permutation sum P (1^; i; j) runs over the set f1^; 2; 3g and the subtraction term
is given by
B;0;S3 (k; 1^; i; j; l) =
+ f03;g(1; j; i) B
;0
2 (k; (
eji); 1; l) J (3)2 (fpg3)
+ f03;g(1; i; j) B
;0
2 (k; (
eji); 1; l) J (3)2 (fpg3)
+ f03;g(1; j; i) B
;0
2 (k; 1; (
eji); l) J (3)2 (fpg3)
+ f03;g(1; i; j) B
;0
2 (k; 1; (
eji); l) J (3)2 (fpg3)
+ d03(l; j; i) B
;0
2 (k; 1; (
eji); (elj)) J (3)2 (fpg3)
+ d03(k; j; i) B
;0
2 ((
fkj); (eji); 1; l) J (3)2 (fpg3)
+ d03(l; i; j) B
;0
2 (k; 1; (
eij); (eli)) J (3)2 (fpg3)
+ d03(k; i; j) B
;0
2 ((
eki); (eij); 1; l) J (3)2 (fpg3)
+ d03;g(k; i; 1)
B;02 ((
eki); 1; j; l) J (3)2 (fpg3)
+ d03;g(k; j; 1) B
;0
2 ((
fkj); 1; i; l) J (3)2 (fpg3)
+ d03;g(l; i; 1) B
;0
2 (k; j; 1; (
eli)) J (3)2 (fpg3)
+ d03;g(l; j; 1) B
;0
2 (k; i; 1; (
elj)) J (3)2 (fpg3)
+ D04(k; i; j; 1)
B;01 ((
fkij); 1; l) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  d03(k; i; j)D03(( eki); (eij); 1) B;01 (^( eki)(eij); 1; l) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  f03;g(1; j; i)D03(k; (eij); 1) B;01 ((]kf(ij)); 1; l) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ D04(k; 1; i; j) B
;0
1 ((
fkij); 1; l) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  d03(k; j; i)D03((fkj); (eji); 1) B;01 (^(fkj)(eji); 1; l) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  f03;g(1; i; j)D03(k; (eij); 1) B;01 ((]kf(ij)); 1; l) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ D04(l; i; j; 1)
B;01 (k; 1; (
flij)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  d03(l; i; j)D03((eli); (eij); 1) B;01 (k; 1;^(eli)(eij)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  f03;g(1; j; i)D03(l; (eij); 1) B;01 (k; 1; (glf(ij))) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ D04(l; 1; i; j)
B;01 (k; 1; (
flij)) J (2)2 (fpg2)

















  f03;g(1; i; j)D03(l; (eij); 1) B;01 (k; 1; (glf(ij))) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  2A03(k; 1; l)D03(1; i; j) B;01 ((ekl); 1; (eij)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ D04(k; i; 1; j) B
;0
1 ((
fkij); 1; l) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  d03;g(k; i; 1)D03(( eki); 1; j) B;01 ((]jf(ki)); 1; l) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  d03;g(k; j; 1)D03((fkj); 1; i) B;01 ((]if(kj)); 1; l) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ D04(l; i; 1; j)
B;01 (k; 1; (
flij)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  d03;g(l; i; 1)D03((eli); 1; j) B;01 (k; 1; (gjf(li))) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  d03;g(l; j; 1)D03((elj); 1; i) B;01 (k; 1; (gif(lj))) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  A04(k; 1; i; l) B;01 ((fkil); 1; j) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  A04(k; i; 1; l) B;01 ((fkil); 1; j) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ d03;g(k; i; 1)A
0
3((
eki); 1; l) B;01 (( glf(ki)); 1; j) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ d03;g(l; i; 1)A
0
3((
eli); 1; k) B;01 (( gkf(li)); 1; j) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ A03(k; 1; l)A
0
3(1; i; (
ekl)) B;01 (( gif(kl)); 1; j) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  A04(k; 1; j; l) B;01 ((fkjl); 1; i) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  A04(k; j; 1; l) B;01 ((fkjl); 1; i) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ d03;g(k; j; 1)A
0
3((
fkj); 1; l) B;01 ((]lf(kj)); 1; i) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ d03;g(l; j; 1)A
0
3((
elj); 1; k) B;01 ((]kf(lj)); 1; i) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ A03(k; 1; l)A
0
3(1; j; (
ekl)) B;01 ((]jf(kl)); 1; i) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  ~A04(k; j; 1; l) B;01 ((fkjl); 1; i) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ A03(k; j; l)A
0
3((
fkj); 1; (ejl)) B;01 (^(fkj)(ejl); 1; i) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ A03(k; 1; l)A
0
3(1; j; (
ekl)) B;01 ((]jf(kl)); 1; i) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  ~A04(k; i; 1; l) B;01 ((fkil); 1; j) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ A03(k; i; l)A
0
3((
eki); 1; (eil)) B;01 (^( eki)(eil); 1; j) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ A03(k; 1; l)A
0
3(1; i; (
ekl)) B;01 (( gif(kl)); 1; j) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  ~A0;a4 (k; i; j; l) B;01 ((fkij); 1; (flji)) J (2)2 (fpg2)

















+ A03(k; i; l)A
0
3((
eki); j; (eil)) B;01 ((]( eki)j); 1; (gjf(il))) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ A03(k; j; l)A
0
3((
fkj); i; (ejl)) B;01 ((](fkj)i); 1; (gif(jl))) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ f03;g(1; j; i) d
0
3;g!q(k; 1; (eij)) B;01 ((]kf(ij)); 1; l) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  d03(k; j; i) d03;g!q((fkj); 1; (eji)) B;01 (^(fkj)(eji); 1; l) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ A03(k; j; l) d
0
3;g!q((fkj); 1; i) B;01 ((]if(kj)); 1; (elj)) J (2)2 (fpg2)




(eij)j1   SFF(fkj)j(eji) + SFF(fkj)jl   SFFlj1

 d03;g!q((fkj); 1; (eij)) B;01 (^(fkj)(eij); 1; l) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ f03;g(1; i; j) d
0
3;g!q(k; 1; (eji)) B;01 ((]kf(ji)); 1; l) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  d03(k; i; j) d03;g!q(( eki); 1; (eij)) B;01 (^( eki)(eij); 1; l) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ A03(k; i; l) d
0
3;g!q(( eki); 1; j) B;01 ((]jf(ki)); 1; (eli)) J (2)2 (fpg2)




(eji)i1   SFF(eki)i(eij) + SFF(eki)il   SFFli1

 d03;g!q(( eki); 1; (eji)) B;01 (^( eki)(eji); 1; l) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ f03;g(1; j; i) d
0
3;g!q(l; 1; (eij)) B;01 (k; 1; (glf(ij))) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  d03(l; j; i) d03;g!q((elj); 1; (eji)) B;01 (k; 1;^(elj)(eji)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ A03(l; j; k) d
0
3;g!q((elj); 1; i) B;01 ((fkj); 1; (gif(lj))) J (2)2 (fpg2)




(eij)j1   SFF(elj)j(eji) + SFF(elj)jk   SFFkj1

 d03;g!q((elj); 1; (eij)) B;01 (k; 1;^(elj)(eij)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ f03;g(1; i; j) d
0
3;g!q(l; 1; (eji)) B;01 (k; 1; (glf(ji))) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  d03(l; i; j) d03;g!q((eli); 1; (eij)) B;01 (k; 1;^(eli)(eij)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ A03(l; i; k) d
0
3;g!q((eli); 1; j) B;01 (( eki); 1; (gjf(li))) J (2)2 (fpg2)




(eji)i1   SFF(eli)i(eij) + SFF(eli)ik   SFFki1


















+ 2 d03(k; i; j)A
0
3((
eki); 1; l) B;01 (( glf(ki)); 1; (eij)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ 2 d03(k; j; i)A
0
3((
fkj); 1; l) B;01 ((]lf(kj)); 1; (eji)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ 2 d03(l; i; j)A
0
3((
eli); 1; k) B;01 (( gkf(li)); 1; (eij)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ 2 d03(l; j; i)A
0
3((
elj); 1; k) B;01 ((]kf(lj)); 1; (eji)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  2A03(k; 1; l) d03((ekl); i; j) B;01 (( g(ekl)i); 1; (eij)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  2A03(k; 1; l) d03((ekl); j; i) B;01 ((](ekl)j); 1; (eji)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  2A03(k; i; l)A03(( eki); 1; (eil)) B;01 (^( eki)(eil); 1; j) J (2)2 (fpg2)








(eki)(eli)   SFF(eki)ij   SFF(eli)ij + SFF^(eki)(eli)ij + SFF(eki)i(eli)









(fkj)(elj)   SFF(fkj)ji   SFF(elj)ji + SFF^(fkj)(elj)ji + SFF(fkj)j(elj)





d03;g(k; i; 1) d
0
3;g((
eki); j; 1) B;01 ((]jf(ki)); 1; l) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  1
2
d03;g(l; i; 1) d
0
3;g(k; j; 1) B
;0
1 ((
fkj); 1; (eli)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  1
2
A03(k; i; l) d
0
3;g((





(eki)i1   SFF(]jf(ki))i1   SFF1i(eli) + SFF1i(eli)   SFF(eli)i(eki) + SFF(eli)i(]jf(ki))





d03;g(k; j; 1) d
0
3;g((
fkj); i; 1) B;01 ((]if(kj)); 1; l) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  1
2
d03;g(l; j; 1) d
0
3;g(k; i; 1) B
;0
1 ((
eki); 1; (elj)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  1
2
A03(k; j; l) d
0
3;g((






(fkj)j1 + SFF(]if(kj))j1 + SFF1j(elj)   SFF1j(elj) + SFF(elj)j(fkj)   SFF(elj)j(]if(kj))





d03;g(l; i; 1) d
0
3;g((
eli); j; 1) B;01 (k; 1; (gjf(li))) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  1
2
d03;g(k; i; 1) d
0
3;g(l; j; 1) B
;0
1 ((



















A03(l; i; k) d
0
3;g((






(eli)i1 + SFF(gjf(li))i1 + SFF(eki)i1   SFF(eki)i1 + SFF(eki)i(eli)   SFF(eki)i(gjf(li))





d03;g(l; j; 1) d
0
3;g((
elj); i; 1) B;01 (k; 1; (gif(lj))) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  1
2




fkj); 1; (eli)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  1
2
A03(l; j; k) d
0
3;g((






(elj)j1 + SFF(gif(lj))j1 + SFF1j(fkj)   SFF1j(fkj) + SFF(fkj)j(elj)   SFF(fkj)j(gif(lj))



























(fkj)j(elj)   SFF(]if(kj))j(gif(lj))   SFF(fkj)j1 + SFF(]if(kj))j1   SFF(elj)j1 + SFF(gif(lj))j1



























(eki)i(eli)   SFF(]jf(ki))i(gjf(li))   SFF(eki)i1 + SFF(]jf(ki))i1   SFF(eli)i1 + SFF(gjf(li))i1

A03(( eki); j; (eli)) B;01 ((]jf(ki)); 1; (gjf(li))) J (2)2 (fpg2)
 A03(k; 1; l) B;02 (1; j; i; (ekl)) J (3)2 (fpg3)
 A03(k; 1; l) B;02 (1; i; j; (ekl)) J (3)2 (fpg3)
  A04(k; 1; i; l) B;01 (1; j; (fkil)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  A04(k; i; 1; l) B;01 (1; j; (fkil)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ d03;g(k; i; 1)A
0
3((
eki); 1; l) B;01 (1; j; ( glf(ki))) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ d03;g(l; i; 1)A
0
3((

















+ A03(k; 1; l)A
0
3(1; i; (
ekl)) B;01 (1; j; ( gif(kl))) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  A04(k; 1; j; l) B;01 (1; i; (fkjl)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  A04(k; j; 1; l) B;01 (1; i; (fkjl)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ d03;g(k; j; 1)A
0
3((
fkj); 1; l) B;01 (1; i; (]lf(kj))) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ d03;g(l; j; 1)A
0
3((
elj); 1; k) B;01 (1; i; (]kf(lj))) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ A03(k; 1; l)A
0
3(1; j; (
ekl)) B;01 (1; i; (]jf(kl))) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ f03;g(1; j; i) d
0
3;g!q(k; 1; (eij)) B;01 (1; (]kf(ij)); l) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  d03(k; j; i) d03;g!q((fkj); 1; (eji)) B;01 (1; ^(fkj)(eji); l) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ A03(k; j; l) d
0
3;g!q((fkj); 1; i) B;01 (1; (]if(kj)); (elj)) J (2)2 (fpg2)




(eij)j1   SFF(fkj)j(eji) + SFF(fkj)jl   SFFlj1

 d03;g!q((fkj); 1; (eij)) B;01 (1; ^(fkj)(eij); l) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ f03;g(1; i; j) d
0
3;g!q(k; 1; (eji)) B;01 (1; (]kf(ji)); l) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  d03(k; i; j) d03;g!q(( eki); 1; (eij)) B;01 (1;^( eki)(eij); l) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ A03(k; i; l) d
0
3;g!q(( eki); 1; j) B;01 (1; (]jf(ki)); (eli)) J (2)2 (fpg2)




(eji)i1   SFF(eki)i(eij) + SFF(eki)il   SFFli1

 d03;g!q(( eki); 1; (eji)) B;01 (1;^( eki)(eji); l) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ f03;g(1; j; i) d
0
3;g!q(l; 1; (eij)) B;01 (1; (glf(ij)); k) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  d03(l; j; i) d03;g!q((elj); 1; (eji)) B;01 (1;^(elj)(eji); k) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ A03(l; j; k) d
0
3;g!q((elj); 1; i) B;01 (1; (gif(lj)); (fkj)) J (2)2 (fpg2)




(eij)j1   SFF(elj)j(eji) + SFF(elj)jk   SFFkj1

 d03;g!q((elj); 1; (eij)) B;01 (1;^(elj)(eij); k) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ f03;g(1; i; j) d
0
3;g!q(l; 1; (eji)) B;01 (1; (glf(ji)); k) J (2)2 (fpg2)

















+ A03(l; i; k) d
0
3;g!q((eli); 1; j) B;01 (1; (gjf(li)); ( eki)) J (2)2 (fpg2)




(eji)i1   SFF(eli)i(eij) + SFF(eli)ik   SFFki1

 d03;g!q((eli); 1; (eji)) B;01 (1;^(eli)(eji); k) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ d03(k; i; j)A
0
3((
eki); 1; l) B;01 (1; (eji); ( glf(ki))) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ d03(k; j; i)A
0
3((
fkj); 1; l) B;01 (1; (eij); (]lf(kj))) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ d03(l; i; j)A
0
3((
eli); 1; k) B;01 (1; (eji); ( gkf(li))) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ d03(l; j; i)A
0
3((
elj); 1; k) B;01 (1; (eij); (]kf(lj))) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  A03(k; j; l)A03((fkj); 1; (ejl)) B;01 (1; i;^(fkj)(ejl)) J (2)2 (fpg2)








(eki)(eli)   SFF(eki)ij   SFF(eli)ij + SFF(eki)i(eli) + SFFji^(eki)(eli)







(fkj)(elj) + SFF1ji   SFF1j^(fkj)(elj)   SFF(fkj)ji   SFF(elj)ji + SFF(fkj)j(elj)

A03((fkj); 1; (elj)) B;01 (1; i;^(fkj)(elj)) J (2)2 (fpg2): (B.38)
B.2.2 B-type O(N0) contribution
The subleading-colour matrix element, ~B;03 , is summed over all gluon permutations, in-
cluding the initial-state gluon. The subtraction term is constructed in a way such that it
is summed only over nal-state gluon permutations.
The form of the IF collinear unresolved limits depend on whether the initial-state
parton is abelian-like or not and so the subtraction term is constructed to reect these
possibilities. The total subtracted contribution to the cross section is given byX
P (1^;i;j)
~B;03 (3; 1^; i; j; 4) 
X
P (i;j)
~B;0;S3 (3; 1^; i; j; 4); (B.39)
where
~B;0;S3 (k; 1^; i; j; l) =
+A03(k; i; l) B
;0
2 ((
eki); j; 1; (eli)) J (3)2 (fpg3)
+A03(k; i; l) B
;0
2 ((
eki); 1; j; (eli)) J (3)2 (fpg3)
+ d03;g(k; j; 1)
~B;02 ((
fkj); i; 1; l) J (3)2 (fpg3)
+ d03;g(l; j; 1)
~B;02 (k; i; 1; (

















+ d03(k; i; j)
~B;02 ((
eki); 1; (eij); l) J (3)2 (fpg2)
+ d03(l; j; i)
~B;02 (k; 1; (
eij); (elj)) J (3)2 (fpg2)
+ A04(k; i; j; l) B
;0
1 ((
fkij); 1; (flji)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  d03(k; i; j)A03(( eki); (eji); l) B;01 (^( eki)(eji); 1; (glf(ji))) J (2)2 (fpg3)
  d03(l; j; i)A03(k; (eji); (elj)) B;01 ((]kf(ji)); 1;^(eji)(elj)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ ~A0;a4 (k; i; j; l)
B;01 ((
fkij); 1; (flji)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ ~A0;a4 (k; j; i; l)
B;01 ((
fkji); 1; (flij)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  A03(k; i; l)A03(( eki); j; (eli)) B;01 ((]( eki)j); 1; (gjf(li))) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  A03(k; j; l)A03((fkj); i; (elj)) B;01 ((](fkj)i); 1; (gif(lj))) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ A03(k; j; l)A
0
3((
fkj); i; (elj)) B;01 ((](fkj)i); 1; (gif(lj))) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  d03;g(k; j; 1)A03((fkj); i; l) B;01 ((](fkj)i); 1; (eli)) J (2)2 (fpg2)




(fkj)j(elj)   SFF(]if(kj))j(gif(lj))   SFF(fkj)j1 + SFF(]if(kj))j1   SFF(elj)j1 + SFF(gif(lj))j1

A03((fkj); i; (elj)) B;01 ((]if(kj)); 1; (gif(lj))) J (2)2 (fpg2)
 A03(k; 1; l) ~B;02 (1; i; j; (ekl)) J (3)2 (fpg3)
 A03(k; 1; l) B;02 (1; i; j; (ekl)) J (3)2 (fpg3)
  ~A04(k; 1; i; l) B;01 (1; j; (fkli)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ A03(k; 1; l)A
0
3(1; i; (
ekl)) B;01 (1; j; ( gif(kl))) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ A03(k; i; l)A
0
3((
eki); 1; (eli)) B;01 (1; j;^( eki)(eli)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  ~A04(k; 1; j; l) B;01 (1; i; (fklj)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ A03(k; 1; l)A
0
3(1; j; (
ekl)) B;01 (1; i; (]jf(kl))) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ A03(k; j; l)A
0
3((
fkj); 1; (elj)) B;01 (1; i;^(fkj)(elj)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  A04(k; j; 1; l) B;01 (1; i; (fkjl)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ d03;g(k; j; 1)A
0
3((
fkj); 1; l) B;01 (1; i; (]lf(kj))) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  A04(k; 1; j; l) B;01 (1; i; (fkjl)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ d03;g(l; j; 1)A
0
3((
elj); 1; k) B;01 (1; i; (]kf(lj))) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ A03(k; 1; l)A
0
3(1; j; (

















  A03(k; i; l)A03(( eki); 1; (eli)) B;01 (1; j;^( eki)(eli)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ d03(k; i; j)A
0
3((
eki); 1; l) B;01 (1; (eij); ( g( eki)l)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ d03(l; i; j)A
0
3((








(eki)(eli)   SFF(eki)ij   SFF(eli)ij + SFF(eki)i(eli) + SFFji^(eki)(eli)

A03(( eki); 1; (eli)) B;01 (1; j;^(eli)( eki)) J (2)2 (fpg2): (B.40)
B.2.3 B-type O(N 2) contribution
The most subleading-colour two-quark-three-gluon matrix element contains only QED-
like unresolved limits and is not summed over any gluon permutations as it is completely
symmetric in all gluon arguments. Its contribution to the cross section is given by
~~B;03 (3; 1^; 2; 5; 4)  ~~B;0;S3 (3; 1^; 2; 5; 4); (B.41)
~~B;0;S3 (k; 1^; i; j; l) =
+A03(k; i; l)
~B;02 ((
eki); 1; j; (eli)) J (3)2 (fpg3)
+A03(k; j; l)
~B;02 ((
fkj); 1; i; (elj)) J (3)2 (fpg3)
+ ~A0;a4 (k; i; j; l)
B;01 ((
fkij); 1; (flji)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ ~A0;a4 (k; j; i; l)
B;01 ((
fkji); 1; (flij)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  A03(k; i; l)A03(( eki); j; (eli)) B;01 ((]jf(ki)); 1; (gjf(li))) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  A03(k; j; l)A03((fkj); i; (elj)) B;01 ((]if(kj)); 1; (gif(lj))) J (2)2 (fpg2)
 A03(k; 1; l) ~B;02 (1; i; j; (ekl)) J (3)2 (fpg3)
  ~A04(k; 1; i; l) B;01 (1; j; (fkil)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ A03(k; 1; l)A
0
3(1; i; (
ekl)) B;01 (1; j; ( gif(kl))) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ A03(k; i; l)A
0
3((
eki); 1; (eli)) B;01 (1; j; [( eki); (eli)]) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  ~A04(k; 1; j; l) B;01 (1; i; (fkjl)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ A03(k; 1; l)A
0
3(1; j; (
ekl)) B;01 (1; i; (]jf(kl))) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ A03(k; j; l)A
0
3((
fkj); 1; (elj)) B;01 (1; i; [(fkj); (elj)]) J (2)2 (fpg2): (B.42)
B.2.4 C-type O(NFN1) contribution
The four-quark-one-gluon matrix element has contributions from identical and non-
identical avour quark lines. As was the case in sections B.1.4{B.1.6 for the quark channel,
the gluon-initiated matrix elements can be decomposed into C;01 terms and D
;0
1 , where


















The leading-colour contribution to the cross section is given by
C;01 (3; 1^; 5; 4; 2)  C;0;S1 (3; 1^; 5; 4; 2); (B.43)
where
C;0;S1 (k; 1^; i; j; l) =
+ E03(l; i; j)B
;0
2;q (k; (
eji); 1; (eli)) J (3)2 (fpg3)
+ E03(k; j; i)B
;0
2;q ((
fkj); 1; (eji); l) J (3)2 (fpg3)
  a03;g!q(k; 1; l)C;00 (1; i; j; (ekl)) J (3)2 (fpg3)
  a03;g!q(l; 1; k)C;00 ((ekl); i; j; 1) J (3)2 (fpg3)
  a03;g!q(i; 1; j)C;00 (k; 1; (eij); l) J (3)2 (fpg3)
  a03;g!q(j; 1; i)C;00 (k; (eij); 1; l) J (3)2 (fpg3)
+ E03(k; j; i) a
0
3;g!q((fkj); 1; l)B;01;q (1; (eij); (](fkj)l)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ E03(l; i; j) a
0
3;g!q((eli); 1; k)B;01;q (( g(eli)k); (eij); 1) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ E04(l; i; j; 1)B
;0
1;q (k; 1; (
flij)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ E04(k; j; i; 1)B
;0
1;q ((
fkji); 1; l) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  a03;g!q(l; 1; k)E03(1; j; i)B;01;q ((ekl); 1; (eij)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  a03;g!q(k; 1; l)E03(1; j; i)B;01;q ((eij); 1; (ekl)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ E03(k; j; i) a
0
3;g!q((fkj); 1; l)B;01;q ((eij); 1; (](fkj)l)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ E03(l; i; j) a
0
3;g!q((eli); 1; k)B;01;q (( g(eli)k); 1; (eij)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  a03;g!q(i; 1; j)E03(k; (eij); 1)B;01;q ((]kf(ij)); 1; l) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  a03;g!q(j; 1; i)E03(l; (eij); 1)B;01;q (k; 1; (glf(ij))) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  E03(k; j; i) d03;g!q((fkj); 1; (eij))B;01;q (^(fkj)(eij); 1; l) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  E03(l; i; j) d03;g(k; (eij); 1)B;01;q ((]kf(ij)); 1; (eli)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  E03(l; i; j) d03;g!q((eli); 1; (eij))B;01;q (k; 1;^(eli)(eij)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  E03(k; j; i) d03;g(l; (eij); 1)B;01;q ((fkj); 1; (glf(ij))) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ E03(j; k; l)B
;0
2;Q((
fjk); 1; (elk); i) J (3)2 (fpg3)
+ E03(i; l; k)B
;0
2;Q(j; (
elk); 1; (eil)) J (3)2 (fpg3)
+ E03(i; l; k) a
0
3;g!q((eil); 1; j)B;01;Q((g(eil)j); (ekl); 1) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ E03(j; k; l) a
0
3;g!q((fjk); 1; i)B;01;Q(1; (ekl); (](fjk)i)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ E04(i; l; k; 1)B
;0
1;Q(j; 1; (

















+ E04(j; k; l; 1)B
;0
1;Q((
flkj); 1; i) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  a03;g!q(i; 1; j)E03(1; k; l)B;01;Q((eij); 1; (ekl)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  a03;g!q(j; 1; i)E03(1; k; l)B;01;Q((ekl); 1; (eij)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ E03(i; l; k) a
0
3;g!q((eil); 1; j)B;01;Q((g(eil)j); 1; (ekl)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ E03(j; k; l) a
0
3;g!q((fjk); 1; i)B;01;Q((ekl); 1; (](fjk)i)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  a03;g!q(k; 1; l)E03(i; (ekl); 1)B;01;Q(j; 1; ( gif(kl))) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  a03;g!q(l; 1; k)E03(j; (ekl); 1)B;01;Q((]jf(kl)); 1; i) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  E03(i; l; k) d03;g!q((eil); 1; (ekl))B;01;Q(j; 1;^(eil)(ekl)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  E03(j; k; l) d03;g(i; (ekl); 1)B;01;Q((fjk); 1; ( gif(kl))) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  E03(j; k; l) d03;g!q((fjk); 1; (ekl))B;01;Q(^(fjk)(ekl); 1; i) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  E03(i; l; k) d03;g(j; (ekl); 1)B;01;Q((]jf(kl)); 1; (eil)) J (2)2 (fpg2): (B.44)
B.2.5 C-type O(NFN 1) contribution
The subleading-colour matrix element constructed from squared non-identical quark am-
plitudes contains both colour orderings and diagrams where the vector boson couples to
either quark line. The contribution to the cross section is given by
~C;01 (3; 1^; 5; 4; 2)  ~C;0;S1 (3; 1^; 5; 4; 2); (B.45)
where




E03(k; i; j) ~B
;0
2;q ((






eij); 1; (eli)) J (3)2 (fpg3)
  a03;g!q(i; 1; j)C;00 (k; 1; (eij); l) J (3)2 (fpg3)
  a03;g!q(k; 1; l)C;00 (1; i; j; (ekl)) J (3)2 (fpg3)
  a03;g!q(j; 1; i)C;00 (k; (eij); 1; l) J (3)2 (fpg3)
  a03;g!q(l; 1; k)C;00 ((ekl); i; j; 1) J (3)2 (fpg3)
+ B04(k; i; j; l)B
;0
1;q ((
















~E04(k; i; 1; j)B
;0
1;q ((

























~E04(l; i; 1; j)B
;0
1;q (k; 1; (









E03(k; i; j) a
0




E03(k; i; j) a
0




E03(l; i; j) a
0




E03(l; i; j) a
0




E03(i; k; l) ~B
;0
2;Q(j; (






fjk); 1; (ekl); i) J (3)2 (fpg3)
+ B04(i; k; l; j)B
;0
1;Q((
















~E04(i; k; 1; l)B
;0
1;Q(j; 1; (









~E04(j; k; 1; l)B
;0
1;Q((









E03(i; k; l) a
0




E03(i; k; l) a
0




E03(j; k; l) a
0




E03(j; k; l) a
0
3;g!q(i; 1; (fjk))B;01;Q((]if(jk)); (ekl); 1) J (2)2 (fpg2): (B.46)
B.2.6 D-type O(N0) contribution
The leading-colour term coming from interferences of quark orderings is given by the D;01
function, which generates the contributions to the cross section,


















D;0;S1 (k; 1^; j; i; l) =
 A03(i; 1; k)D;00 (1; j; ( eik); l) J (3)2 (fpg3)
 A03(j; 1; l)D;00 (i; 1; k; (ejl)) J (3)2 (fpg3)
+ 2C04 (i; k; j; l)B
;0
1;q ((
fikj); 1; (fkjl)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ 2C04 (k; i; j; l)B
;0
1;q ((
fkij); 1; (fijl)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ 2C04 (l; j; i; k)B
;0
1;q ((
fjik); 1; (flji)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ 2C04 (j; l; i; k)B
;0
1;q ((
flik); 1; (fjli)) J (2)2 (fpg2) (B.48)
B.2.7 D-type O(N 2) contribution
The subleading-colour matrix element ~D;01 has the same infrared structure as the D
;0
1
function discussed above and so their subtraction terms are identical,
~D;01 (3; 1^; 2; 4; 5)  ~D;0;S1 (3; 1^; 2; 4; 5); (B.49)
where
~D;0;S1 (k; 1^; j; i; l) =
 A03(i; 1; k)D;00 (1; j; ( eik); l) J (3)2 (fpg3)
 A03(j; 1; l)D;00 (i; 1; k; (ejl)) J (3)2 (fpg3)
+ 2C04 (i; k; j; l)B
;0
1;q ((
fikj); 1; (fkjl)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ 2C04 (k; i; j; l)B
;0
1;q ((
fkij); 1; (fijl)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ 2C04 (l; j; i; k)B
;0
1;q ((
fjik); 1; (flji)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ 2C04 (j; l; i; k)B
;0
1;q ((
flik); 1; (fjli)) J (2)2 (fpg2): (B.50)
Real-virtual. The gluon-induced real-virtual corrections have at most three partons in
the nal state and therefore only the two-quark-two-gluon one-loop matrix elements are
necessary. These matrix elements have a colour decomposition given in table 5 and we
present the subtraction terms for the colour-stripped matrix elements in this section.
B.2.8 B-type O(N2) contribution
The leading-colour matrix element is given by the function B;12 , which is summed over
both gluon orderings. The subtraction term B;1;T2 , is constructed to cancel against the full
set of orderings and is thus not summed over any permutations of gluons. The IC terms
from the RR and the IC mass factorization kernels combine to form a nite subtraction
term, B;1;T2;g!q. The total contribution to the cross section is given byX
P (1^;2)

















B;1;T2 (j; 1^; i; k) =
 

+ J1;IF2;GG(s1i) + J
1;FF









+ J1;IF2;GQ(s1k) + J
1;FF




B;02 (j; i; 1; k) J
(3)
2 (fpg3)
+ d03;g(j; i; 1)

B;11 ((
eji); 1; k) (1  x1) (1  x2)
+

+ J1;IF2;GQ(s1(eji)) + J1;IF2;GQ(s1k)

B;01 ((
eji); 1; k) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ d03;g(k; i; 1)

B;11 (j; 1; (
eki)) (1  x1) (1  x2)
+

+ J1;IF2;GQ(s1(eki)) + J1;IF2;GQ(s1j)

B;01 (j; 1; (
eki)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+

d13;g(j; i; 1) (1  x1) (1  x2)
+





 B;01 ((eji); 1; k) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+

d13;g!q(j; 1; i) (1  x1) (1  x2)
+





 B;01 ((eji); 1; k) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+

d13;g(k; i; 1) (1  x1) (1  x2)
+









 B;01 (j; 1; ( eki)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+

d13;g!q(k; 1; i) (1  x1) (1  x2)
+









 B;01 (j; 1; ( eki)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
 

~A13;g(j; 1; k) (1  x1) (1  x2)
+






fjk); 1; i) J (2)2 (fpg2)
 

~A13(j; i; k) (1  x1) (1  x2)
+

























A13;g(j; 1; k) (1  x1) (1  x2)
+





 B;01 ((fjk); 1; i) J (2)2 (fpg2)
 

+ J1;FF2;QQ (sjk) + J
1;IF
2;GG(s1i)  J1;FF2;QG (sji)  J1;IF2;GQ(s1k)
+

  SFF (s1i; sji; x1i;ji) + SFF (sji; sji; 1)  SFF (sjk; sji; xjk;ji)
+ SFF (s1k; sji; x1k;ji)

d03;g!q(j; 1; i) B
;0
1 ((
eji); 1; k) J (2)2 (fpg2)
 

+ J1;IF2;GG(s1i)  J1;FF2;QG (ski) + J1;FF2;QQ (skj)  J1;IF2;GQ(s1j)
+

  SFF (s1i; ski; x1i;ki) + SFF (ski; ski; 1)  SFF (skj ; ski; xkj;ki)
+ SFF (s1j ; ski; x1j;ki)

d03;g!q(k; 1; i) B
;0
1 (j; 1; (
eki)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ 2

+ J1;FF2;QQ (sjk)  J1;IF2;QQ(s1(fjk)) + J1;FF2;QG (s(fjk)i)
+ J1;IF2;QG(s1i)  J1;FF2;QG (sji)  J1;FF2;QG (ski)
+

+ SFF (sji; sjk; xji;jk) + SFF (ski; sjk; xki;jk)  SFF (sjk; sjk; 1)
  SFF (s
(fjk)i; sjk; x(fjk)i;jk)  SFF (s1i; sjk; x1i;jk) + SFF (s1(fjk); sjk; x1(fjk);jk)





+ J1;IF2;GQ(s1j)  J1;IF2;GQ(s1(eji))  J1;IF2;GQ(s1k)
+ J1;IF2;GQ(s1k)  J1;FF2;QQ (sjk) + J1;FF2;QQ (s(eji)k)
+

  SFF (s1j ; sjk; x1j;jk) + SFF (s1(eji); sjk; x1(eji);jk) + SFF (s1k; sjk; x1k;jk)
  SFF (s1k; sjk; x1k;jk) + SFF (sjk; sjk; 1)  SFF (s(eji)k; sjk; x(eji)k;jk)





+ J1;IF2;GQ(s1k)  J1;IF2;GQ(s1(eki))  J1;IF2;GQ(s1j)
+ J1;IF2;GQ(s1j)  J1;FF2;QQ (skj) + J1;FF2;QQ (s(eki)j)
+

  SFF (s1k; skj ; x1k;kj) + SFF (s1(eki); skj ; x1(eki);kj) + SFF (s1j ; skj ; x1j;kj)























+ J1;FF2;QQ (sjk)  J1;FF2;QQ (s(eji)(eki))  J1;IF2;GQ(s1j)
+ J1;IF2;GQ(s1(eji))  J1;IF2;GQ(s1k) + J1;IF2;GQ(s1(eki))
+

  SFF (sjk; sjk; 1) + SFF (s(eji)(eki); sjk; x(eji)(eki);jk) + SFF (s1j ; sjk; x1j;jk)
  SFF (s1(eji); sjk; x1(eji);jk) + SFF (s1k; sjk; x1k;jk)  SFF (s1(eki); sjk; x1(eki);jk)

A03(j; i; k) B;01 ((eji); 1; ( eki)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+










A03(1; i; k) B
;0
1 (j; 1; (





A03(1; j; k) B
;0
1 ((
fjk); 1; i) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+

  2J1;IF2;QQ;g!q(s1k) + 2J1;IF2;QQ;g!q(s1(eki))

d03(k; i; j) B
;0
1 ((
eij); 1; ( eki)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+

  2J1;IF2;QQ;g!q(s1k) + 2J1;IF2;QQ;g!q(s1(fkj))

d03(k; j; i) B
;0
1 ((
eji); 1; (fkj)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+

  2J1;IF2;QG(s1(eki)) + 2J1;IF2;GQ(s1(eki))

d03;g!q(k; 1; i) B
;0
1 (j; 1; (
eki)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+

  2J1;IF2;QG(s1(eji)) + 2J1;IF2;GQ(s1(eji))

d03;g!q(j; 1; i) B
;0
1 ((
eji); 1; k) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  A03(j; 1; k)

B;11 (1; i; (
fjk)) (1  x1) (1  x2)
+





B;01 (1; i; (
fjk)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
 

A13;g(j; 1; k) (1  x1) (1  x2)
+





B;01 (1; i; (
fkj)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
 

+ J1;FF2;QQ (sjk)  J1;IF2;GQ(s1k)  J1;FF2;QG (sji) + J1;IF2;GG(s1i)
+

  SFF (s1i; sji; x1i;ji) + SFF (sji; sji; 1)  SFF (sjk; sji; xjk;ji)
+ SFF (s1k; sji; x1k;ji)

d03;g!q(j; 1; i) B
;0
1 (1; (
eji); k) J (2)2 (fpg2)
 

+ J1;IF2;GG(s1i) + J
1;FF
2;QQ (skj)  J1;IF2;GQ(s1j)  J1;FF2;QG (ski)
+


















+ SFF (s1j ; ski; x1j;ki)

d03;g!q(k; 1; i) B
;0
1 (1; (
eki); j) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+

+ J1;FF2;QQ (sjk)  J1;FF2;QG (sji)  J1;FF2;QG (ski)
  J1;IF2;QQ(s1(fjk)) + J1;FF2;QG (s(fjk)i) + J1;IF2;QG(s1i)
+

+ SFF (sji; sjk; xji;jk) + SFF (ski; sjk; xki;jk)  SFF (sjk; sjk; 1)
  SFF (s
(fjk)i; sjk; x(fjk)i;jk)  SFF (s1i; sjk; x1i;jk) + SFF (s1(fjk); sjk; x1(fjk);jk)

A03(j; 1; k) B;01 (1; i; (fjk)) J (2)2 (fpg2); (B.52)
B;1;T2;g!q(j; 1^; i; k) =
  J1;IF2;QQ;g!q(s1k) B;02 (1; i; j; k) J (3)2 (fpg3)





A03(1; i; k) B
;0
1 (1; j; (





A03(1; j; k) B
;0
1 (1; i; (
fjk)) J (2)2 (fpg2)





eij); k) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ J1;IF2;QQ;g!q(s1(fkj)) d03(k; j; i) B;01 (1; (eji); (fkj)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ J1;IF2;QQ;g!q(s1k) d
0
3(1; i; j) B
;0
1 (1; (
eji); k) J (2)2 (fpg2): (B.53)
B.2.9 B-type O(N0) contribution
The subleading-colour matrix element ~B;12 (3; 1^; 2; 4) has its poles and divergences regulated
by the subtraction term ~B;1;T2 (3; 1^; 2; 4) and we also construct the nite IC subtraction
term which contains integrated IC real subtraction term and IC mass factorization coun-
terterms. The total contribution to the cross section is given byX
P (1^;2)
~B;12 (3; 1^; 2; 4)  ~B;1;T2 (3; 1^; 2; 4)  ~B;1;T2;g!q(3; 1^; 2; 4); (B.54)
where
~B;1;T2 (j; 1^; i; k) =
  J1;FF2;QQ (sjk) B;02 (j; 1; i; k) J (3)2 (fpg3)
  J1;FF2;QQ (sjk) B;02 (j; i; 1; k) J (3)2 (fpg3)
 


































~B;02 (j; 1; i; k) J
(3)
2 (fpg3)
+ A03(j; i; k)

B;11 ((
eji); 1; ( eki)) (1  x1) (1  x2)
+

+ J1;IF2;GQ(s1(eji)) + J1;IF2;GQ(s1(eki))

B;01 ((
eji); 1; ( eki)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ d03;g(j; i; 1)

~B;11 ((
eji); 1; k) (1  x1) (1  x2)
+ J1;FF2;QQ (s(eji)k) B;01 ((eji); 1; k) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ d03;g(k; i; 1)

~B;11 (j; 1; (
eki)) (1  x1) (1  x2)
+ J1;FF2;QQ (s(eki)j) B;01 (j; 1; ( eki)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+

A13(j; i; k) (1  x1) (1  x2)
+

+ J1;FF2;QG (sji) + J
1;FF




 B;01 ((eji); 1; ( eki)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+

~A13(j; i; k) (1  x1) (1  x2)
+






eji); 1; ( eki)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
 

+ J1;FF2;QQ (sjk)  J1;FF2;QQ (s(eji)(eki))  J1;IF2;GQ(s1j)
+ J1;IF2;GQ(s1(eji))  J1;IF2;GQ(s1k) + J1;IF2;GQ(s1(eki))
+

  SFF (sjk; sjk; 1) + SFF (s(eji)(eki); sjk; x(eji)(eki);jk) + SFF (s1j ; sjk; x1j;jk)
  SFF (s1(eij); sjk; x1(eij);jk) + SFF (s1k; sjk; x1k;jk)  SFF (s1(eki); sjk; x1(eki);jk)

A03(j; i; k) B;01 ((eji); 1; ( eki)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  A03(j; 1; k)

B;11 (1; i; (
fjk)) (1  x1) (1  x2)
+





B;01 (1; i; (
fjk)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  A03(j; 1; k)

~B;11 (1; i; (
fjk)) (1  x1) (1  x2)



















A13;g(j; 1; k) (1  x1) (1  x2)
+





 B;01 (1; i; (fjk)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
 

~A13;g(j; 1; k) (1  x1) (1  x2)
+





B;01 (1; i; (
fjk)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
 

+ J1;IF2;QQ(s(fjk)1) + J1;FF2;QG (sji) + J1;FF2;QG (ski)




(fjk)1; sjk; x(fjk)1;jk)  SFF (sij ; sjk; xij;jk)  SFF (ski; sjk; xki;jk)
+ SFF (s
(fjk)i; sjk; x(fjk)i;jk) + SFF (s1i; sjk; x1i;jk) + SFF (sjk; sjk; 1)

A03(j; 1; k) B;01 (1; i; (fjk)) J (2)2 (fpg2); (B.55)
~B;1;T2;g!q(j; 1^; i; k) =
  J1;IF2;QQ;g!q(s1k) B;02 (1; i; j; k) J (3)2 (fpg3)
  J1;IF2;QQ;g!q(s1k) B;02 (1; j; i; k) J (3)2 (fpg3)




B;01 (1; j; (
eik)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ J1;IF2;QQ;g!q(sk1)A
0
3(1; j; k) B
;0
1 (1; i; (





A03(1; i; k) B
;0
1 (1; j; (
eik)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+

  J1;IF2;QQ;g!q(s1(fkj)) + J1;IF2;QQ;g!q(s1k)

A03(1; j; k) B
;0
1 (1; i; (
fjk)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ J1;IF2;QQ;g!q(s1(eki)) d03(k; i; j) B;01 (1; (eij); ( eki)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ J1;IF2;QQ;g!q(s1k) d
0
3(1; j; i) B
;0
1 (1; (
eij); k) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ J1;IF2;QQ;g!q(s1(fkj)) d03(k; j; i) B;01 (1; (eji); (fkj)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ J1;IF2;QQ;g!q(s1k) d
0
3(1; i; j) B
;0
1 (1; (












0 (i; 1; j; k) J
(3)
2 (fpg3): (B.56)
We note that the last two lines of ~B;1;T2;g!q come from the integrated version of the IC
terms in the ~D;0;S0 subtraction term because this contributes to the same colour factor as

















B.2.10 B-type O(N 2) contribution
The subleading-colour two-quark-two-gluon matrix element ~~B;12 has its poles and diver-
gences removed by the subtraction term ~~B;1;S2 . We also construct the nite IC subtraction
term, ~~B;1;T2;g!q. The total subtracted contribution to the cross section is given by
~~B;12 (3; 1^; 2; 4)  ~~B;1;T2 (3; 1^; 2; 4)  ~~B;1;T2;g!q(3; 1^; 2; 4); (B.57)
where
~~B;1;T2 (j; 1^; i; k) =
  J1;FF2;QQ (sjk) ~B;02 (j; 1; i; k) J (3)2 (fpg3)
+ A03(j; i; k)

~B;11 ((
eji); 1; ( eki)) (1  x1) (1  x2)
+ J1;FF2;QQ (s(eji)(eki)) B;01 ((eji); 1; ( eki)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+

~A13(j; i; k) (1  x1) (1  x2)
+






eji); 1; ( eki)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  A03(j; 1; k)

~B;11 (1; i; (
fjk)) (1  x1) (1  x2)
+ J1;IF2;QQ(s1(fjk)) B;01 (1; i; (fjk)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
 

~A13;g(j; 1; k) (1  x1) (1  x2)
+





B;01 (1; i; (
fjk)) J (2)2 (fpg2); (B.58)
~~B;1;T2;g!q(j; 1^; i; k) =
  J1;IF2;QQ;g!q(s1k) ~B;02 (1; i; j; k) J (3)2 (fpg3)
+ J1;IF2;QQ;g!q(s1k)A
0
3;q(1; i; k) B
;0
1 (1; j; (




B;01 (1; i; (












0 (i; 1; k; j) J
(3)
2 (fpg3): (B.59)
As in the section above, we note that the last two lines of the IC subtraction term
are the integrated version of ~D;0;S1 , combined with the appropriate IC mass factorization
counterterms to render it nite. They are included here, as these terms come with the

















B.2.11 B-type O(NFN1) contribution
The matrix elements containing a closed quark loop contribute to two colour factors in
table 5. The matrix element, B^;12 , is summed over both gluon orderings but the subtraction
term, B^;1;T2 , is constructed to cancel the poles and divergences of the full matrix element
and so is not summed over any permutations. We also construct a nite IC subtraction
term, B^;1;T2;g!q. The leading-colour contribution to the cross section is given byX
P (1^;2)
^B;12 (3; 1^; 2; 4)  B^;1;T2 (3; 1^; 2; 4) B;1;T2;g!q(3; 1^; 2; 4); (B.60)
where
B^;1;T2 (j; 1^; i; k) =
 














B;02 (j; i; 1; k) J
(3)
2 (fpg3)
+ D03;g(j; i; 1)

^B;11 ((
eji); 1; k) (1  x1) (1  x2)
+ 2J^1;IF2;GQ(sk1)
B;01 ((
eji); 1; k) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ D03;g(k; i; 1)

^B;11 (j; 1; (
eki)) (1  x1) (1  x2)
+ 2J^1;IF2;GQ(sj1)
B;01 (j; 1; (
eki)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  A03(k; 1; j)

^B;11 (1; i; (
fjk)) (1  x1) (1  x2)
+ 2J^1;IF2;GQ(s(fjk)i) B;01 (1; i; (fjk)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  A03(k; 1; j)

^B;11 ((
fjk); 1; i) (1  x1) (1  x2)
+ 2J^1;IF2;GQ(s(fjk)1) B;01 ((fjk); 1; i) J (2)2 (fpg2)
 

A^13;g(j; 1; k) (1  x1) (1  x2) + 2J^1;FF2;QG (sjk)A03;g!q(j; 1; k)

 B;01 (1; i; (fkj)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+

+ 2J^1;FF2;QG (sjk)  2J^1;FF2;QG (ski)

a03;g!q(k; 1; j) B
;0
1 (1; i; (
fkj)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+

  2J^1;FF2;QG (sji) + 2J^1;FF2;QG (sjk)

a03;g!q(j; 1; k) B
;0
1 (1; i; (
fkj)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
 

A^13;g(j; 1; k) (1  x1) (1  x2) + 2J^1;FF2;QG (sjk)A03;g!q(j; 1; k)




















+ 2J^1;FF2;QG (sjk)  2J^1;FF2;QG (ski)

a03;g!q(k; 1; j) B
;0
1 ((
fjk); 1; i) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+

  2J^1;FF2;QG (sji) + 2J^1;FF2;QG (sjk)

a03;g!q(j; 1; k) B
;0
1 ((
fjk); 1; i) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+

D^13;g(j; i; 1) (1  x1) (1  x2) + 2J^1;IF2;QG(s1j)D03;g(j; i; 1)

 B;01 ((eji); 1; k) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+





eji); 1; k) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ 2J^1;FF2;QG (ski) d
0
3;g!q(k; 1; i) B
;0
1 (j; 1; (
eki)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  2J^1;IF2;QG(s1j) d03;g!q(j; 1; i) B;01 ((eji); 1; k) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+

D^13;g(k; i; 1) (1  x1) (1  x2) + 2J^1;IF2;QG(s1k)D03;g(k; i; 1)

 B;01 (j; 1; ( eki)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+

+ 2J^1;FF2;QG (sji)  2J^1;IF2;QG(s1k)

d03;g(k; i; 1) B
;0
1 (j; 1; (
eki)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ 2J^1;FF2;QG (sji) d
0
3;g!q(j; 1; i) B
;0
1 ((
eji); 1; k) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  2J^1;IF2;QG(s1k) d03;g!q(k; 1; i) B;01 (j; 1; ( eki)) J (2)2 (fpg2): (B.61)
B^;1;T2;g!q(j; 1^; k; i) =
  J1;IF2;QQ;g!q(s1i)C;00 (1; j; k; i) J (3)2 (fpg3)
  J1;IF2;QQ;g!q(s1i)C;00 (i; j; k; 1) J (3)2 (fpg3)
+ J1;IF2;QQ;g!q(s1(eij))E03(i; j; k) B;01;q (1; (fjk); (eij)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ J1;IF2;QQ;g!q(s1i)E
0
3;q(1; j; k) B
;0
1;q (1; (
fjk); i) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+

  2J1;IF2;QQ;g!q(s1i) + 2J1;IF2;QQ;g!q(s1i)

E03;q(1; j; k) B
;0
1;q ((
fjk); 1; i) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  J1;IF2;QQ;g!q(s1i)E03;q0!g(j; 1; i) B;01;Q(k; 1; (eij)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  J1;IF2;QQ;g!q(s1i)E03;q0!g(k; 1; i) B;01;Q(( eik); 1; j) J (2)2 (fpg2): (B.62)
B.2.12 B-type O(NFN 1) contribution
The subleading-colour contribution to the closed quark-loop matrix element is given by the
~^B;12 function. The poles and divergences of this function are removed by the subtraction
term ~^B;1;T2 . We also construct the nite IC subtraction term,
~^B;1;T2;g!q which is derived
by integrating the IC terms in section B.2.5 and combining with the relevant IC mass
factorization kernels. The total contribution to the cross section is given by


















~^B;1;T2 (j; 1^; i; k) =
 

+ J^1;FF2;QG (sji) + J^
1;FF




~B;02 (j; 1; i; k) J
(3)
2 (fpg3)
  A03(j; 1; k)

^B;11 (1; i; (
fjk)) (1  x1) (1  x2)
+ 2J^1;FF2;QG (s(fjk)i) B;01 (1; i; (fjk)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ A03(j; i; k)

^B;11 ((
eji); 1; ( eik)) (1  x1) (1  x2)
+ 2J^1;IF2;GQ(s(eji)(eik)) B;01 ((eji); 1; ( eik)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+

A^13(j; i; k) (1  x1) (1  x2)
+








eji); 1; ( eik)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
 

A^13;g(j; 1; k) (1  x1) (1  x2) + 2J^1;IF2;GQ(sjk)A03(j; 1; k)

B;01 (1; i; (
fjk)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+

  J^1;FF2;QG (ski)  J^1;FF2;QG (sji) + 2J^1;FF2;QG (s(fjk)i)

A03(j; 1; k)
B;01 (1; i; (
fjk)) J (2)2 (fpg2);
(B.64)
~^B;1;T2;g!q(j; 1^; i; k) =
  J1;IF2;QQ;g!q(s1i)C;00 (1; j; k; i) J (3)2 (fpg3)
  J1;IF2;QQ;g!q(s1i)C;00 (i; j; k; 1) J (3)2 (fpg3)
+ J1;IF2;QQ;g!q(s1(eij))E03(i; j; k) B;01;q (1; (fjk); (eij)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
+ J1;IF2;QQ;g!q(s1i)E
0
3(1; j; k) B
;0
1;q (1; (
fjk); i) J (2)2 (fpg2)
  J1;IF2;QQ;g!q(s1i)E03;q0!g(j; 1; i) B;01;Q(k; 1; (eji)) J (2)2 (fpg2)
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